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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

This study conducts a prelimina ry research of current Chinese luxury market. A combination of

PEST and Porter’s Five Forces model was employed to examine the Macro- and Micro-environment

of the Chinese luxury market. The common features of the Chinese luxury consumers have been

addressed as an important result of the market analysis. Through random quest ionnaire the features

have been supported. Furthermore, based on the current situation, key points of marketing strategies

are suggested for both the foreign and loca l brands to achieve a stronger position in this growing

market.
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I.I.I.I. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

1.1.1.1. BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

1.1.1.1.1111 LuxuryLuxuryLuxuryLuxury andandandand luxuryluxuryluxuryluxury goodsgoodsgoodsgoods

The word of luxury derives from ‘Lux’, which means ‘light ’ in Latin according to the Oxford

Latin Dict ionary (1995). It has included meanings of both abundance and refinement. Visibility,

just like light to luxury, plays a key factor for luxury brands. This concept revea ls that luxury

needs to be visible by oneself and mostly by others. From Wiktionary, luxury refers to

“something desirable but expensive”1. Wikipedia also have a portion of definition which shows

the main character ist ics of luxury goods. “Certain manufactured products attain the status of

'luxury goods' because of their design, quality, durability or performance that are remarkably

super ior to the comparable subst itutes.”2

When taking a view from socioeconomic aspect, there are also goods that are perceived as

luxurious by the public simply because “they play a role of status symbols as such goods tend to

signify the purchasing power of those who acquire them”3. These items, may be or not being

any better (in quality, performance, or appearance) than their less expensive subst itutes, but “are

purchased with the sole purpose of displaying wealth or income of their owners". As ‘objects of

a socio-economic phenomenon", these luxury goods are called "conspicuous consumption" by

Veblen (1998). Kapfere, J.N. (1998) defined luxury items as "beauty of the object", associa ting

to "rare", which "offermore than mere objects" and "provide extra pleasure".

Combining the above-mentioned definitions, the features of luxury goods can be concluded as

follows:

� high price and high quality

Luxury goods are obviously with a high price, which is with a significantly higher price than

1 http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/luxury
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxury_good
3 http://www.giichinese.com.cn/chinese/juss44066-luxury-apparel.html

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Status_symbol
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wealth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Income
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conspicuous_consumption
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/luxury
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luxury_good
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those commod ity with comparable funct ions. While with high price, it does not necessarily

mean that it is a luxury good. But a high price is a basic feature for luxury goods. Similarly,

luxury goods always indica te a high quality, with a more complex producing process or an

exquisite technology comparing with mere products.

� Uniqueness

Luxury goods have the feature of uniqueness. It may because the product contains a certain

amount of rare resources or with a high technology content, or a factor with production

techniques such as hand-made skills. In addition, a number of luxury goods have limited

production, which creates a scarcity of state and makes it more valuable. It actually create a

sense of super iority for the target consumer when it makes the majority of people feel it is so

exclusive.

� Symbolic Value

The definition from the socioeconomic view indica tes that the luxury goods consumers can

through buying luxury goods to show off wealth, status even the high-class life. On the one

hand, it is showing the economic strength and socia l status through luxury consumption; On the

other hand, it is always a way to ensure the connect ion with other people in the same network to

gain the identity. Therefore, symbolic value is a main feature of luxury goods.

In addition, there are also other features for the luxury goods such as cultural identity. Most of

the world-famous luxury brands have been through decades or even century. The brands consist

the influence from inher ited culture which are shown through the appearance of design, color,

packaging, decoration and so on. The consumer can even gain a higher connotation and cultural

identity beyond the logo when they buy the luxury goods.

When all the globa l-known luxury brands started to emerge into Chinese market in order to

grasp a share of the “big cake”, the word of “luxury brand” becomes to be one of the most

popular word which you can hear and see everywhere. It almost replaces the meaning of fashion

for the majority.

For the purpose of this article through, the concept of luxury goods will focus on luxury brands
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which are mainly taken to deal with the persona l life. Luxury living is of course a typica l

category according to definition of luxury goods, but when we say luxury brands or luxury

goods in this report, we simply mean Louis Vuitton bags, Ferregarmo shoes, George Armani

suits, Tiffany jewelry, Chanel dress, Rolex/Catier watches etc. They are the items that are mostly

wearing-on-your-person or luxury-on-your person category.

1.1.1.1.2222 TheTheTheThe growthgrowthgrowthgrowth ofofofof luxluxluxluxuryuryuryury inininin AsiaAsiaAsiaAsia andandandand especiallyespeciallyespeciallyespecially inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina

By year 1998, in the research from Merrill Lynch citied by Nueno and Quelch (1998), it is

indica ted that “40 percent of sales of luxury brands were made in Europe, 28 percent in North

America and 24 percent in Asia”. While “many European sales are to Asian tourists”, and Asia

has “the fastest growth rate”. In less than 10 years, Asia has grown into the world’s largest

market for luxury brands. Research4 shows that the Asian luxury goods market const itutes more

than 50% of "the globa l market of U.S. Dollar 80 billion”. It shall be higher when taking into

the actual sales as mentioned previously, the aboard shopping made by Asian tourists is part of

actual figure that have been concluded into sales in other region out of Asia.

� The Vitality

In the meanwhile, evidences show the rapid growth of luxury brand in Chinese market.

With development of China’s economy and attendant increase of purchasing power of Chinese

consumers, according to the research from CCLUXURY in 2005 (See Figure 1)5, China was the

world's third largest luxury consumer market with the 12% luxury market share in the globa l

distribution, which indica tes the amazing growing comparing with 1% six years ago.6 The

figure will be even bigger if we take Hong Kong into considera tion. While most of the European

countries which actually are the origin of luxury brands have occupied no more than 16% in

total. For the globa l luxury industry, China's "big cake" is no doubt regarded as a great

temptation.

4 http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Asian_Economy/IB24Dk01.html
5 http://money.163.com/08/0306/16/46C8BDPU002524SQ.html
6 http://big5.newsfta.com/article/20080401/752667_1.xml

http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Asian_Economy/IB24Dk01.html
http://big5.newsfta.com/article/20080401/752667_1.xml
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Japan the U.S. Europe China Other countries

(Figure(Figure(Figure(Figure 1:1:1:1: GlobalGlobalGlobalGlobal luxuryluxuryluxuryluxury salessalessalessales shareshareshareshare chartchartchartchart bybybyby CCLUXURYCCLUXURYCCLUXURYCCLUXURY))))

The more exciting fact is that the China market keeps growing rapid ly.

Finance Times had series of reports in title of ‘Year of the Designer Handbag’. It mentioned that

almost all of the lead ing internationa l luxury brands had set the year 2008 as the year of

expansion in Asia, ma inly in China. China is another rapid ly growing country after Japan with

numerous luxury brands consumers , said by Professor Schwarz7, an expert from German brand

technical research bureau.

The chief executive of Louis Vuitton - Yves Carcelle even mentioned: ‘Today we see demand in

every provincia l city in mainland China”8 . And according to another big luxury brand group -

PPR’s news release of “2007 Fourth Quarter and Full Year Sales”9, Gucci has achieved

“remarkable growth in the fourth quarter in China (up 130%) and Hong Kong (up 40%)”.

The report 10 announced by China Luxury Summit has shown that the spending of Chinese

consumer on luxury goods in year 2007 reached U.S. Dollar 8 billion (18% of the globa l share).

7http://www.amcham-shanghai.org/NR/rdonlyres/FCCD3DCF-18BB-4705-9C8D-
C677B764ACE1/2572/01_cover_story.pdf
8 http://www.ftchinese.com/story.php?lang=en&storyid=001017940
9 http://www.ppr.com/front__sectionId-213_PubliId-8206_Filter-_Changelang-en.html
10 http://www.chinaluxurysummit.com/

http://www.amcham-shanghai.org/NR/rdonlyres/FCCD3DCF-18BB-4705-9C8D-C677B764ACE1/2572/01_cover_story.pdf
http://www.amcham-shanghai.org/NR/rdonlyres/FCCD3DCF-18BB-4705-9C8D-C677B764ACE1/2572/01_cover_story.pdf
http://www.ftchinese.com/story.php?lang=en&storyid=001017940
http://www.ppr.com/front__sectionId-213_PubliId-8206_Filter-_Changelang-en.html
http://www.chinaluxurysummit.com/
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By now, China has become the second largest consumer country of luxury goods.11

The Potential

As the second biggest luxury brand market, China shows great potentia l to the world marketer.

China as a huge market with 1.4 billion populations, Goldman Sachs investment bank predicted

that “in 2015 China will surpass Japan and become the world's largest luxury goods consumer

market with a share up to 32%”12. Goldman, Sachs & Co.13 also predicted that during the period

of year 2006 to 2010, China's demand for luxury goods will be 25 per cent of the level of

growth. There is no doubt that China is regarded as the most potentia l market with the highest

growth rate for the globa l luxury goods marketers.

More and more western luxury brands enter into Chinese market with the development of

people’s living standard and economy. Louis Vuitton (LV) has achieved very strong growth

since it entered China in year 1992. By now, LV has 18 branch stores in 14 cities in Mainland of

China. 8 more stores are on the way of launching. As it is said by Bernard Arnault, chairman and

CEO of LVMH group in the company’s 2007 annual report 14, a highlight of the year was "the

acquisition of a 55% stake in Wen Jun Spirits, a Chinese producer of premium white spirits".

The growth opportunities are in “most notably China, a market that is awakening to luxury

products”.

With such a strong trend, understand the current situation in Chinese market especia lly the

Chinese luxury consumer in order to find how to choose a suitable marketing strategy for entry

or expansion becomes a valuable topic.

2.2.2.2. ConceptualConceptualConceptualConceptual theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical PerspectivePerspectivePerspectivePerspective ---- basebasebasebase ofofofof thethethethe choosingchoosingchoosingchoosing topictopictopictopic

The concept of Brand equity is throughout the entire report. Brand equity, as the foundation of

brand, refers to "the marketing effects or outcomes that accrue to a product with its brand name

compared with those that would accrue if the same product did not have the brand name"15.

11 http://politics.people.com.cn/GB/6818583.html
12 http://www.pressinterpreter.org/node/262
13 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
14 http://www.lvmh.com/comfi/pg_rapports.asp?rub=&srub=&str_annee=2007
15 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brand_equity

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing
http://politics.people.com.cn/GB/6818583.html
http://www.pressinterpreter.org/node/262
http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
http://www.lvmh.com/comfi/pg_rapports.asp?rub=&srub=&str_annee=2007
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brand_equity
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Brand equity theory asserts that the most powerful and enduring consumer-based brand

associa tions are those that deal with intangible or abstract character ist ics of a product rather than

its funct iona l or utilitarian attributes. Consumer associa tes the value of the product with the

brand. CBBE (Consumer behavior based equity) model (append ix A) (Keller, 2003) is a useful

tool to approach brand equity from the perspective of the consumer. It stated the importance of

consumers on creation of brand equity. Thus it is a key point for the luxury brands marketer to

understand how the market works here in China especia lly understand the customers. As Claudia

et al. from Bain said in a luxury report in 2005,16 “Strive to know your consumers, not just be

known by them”.

On another hand, marketing activities effects on customer as well. If viewing the brand equity

build ing as a attempting to gain a competitive position in consumers ’ perception, the marketing

strategy and the conducted activities are the supporting approach. It has been examined in

western country but not in China in Keller's book. How to transfer the knowledge of knowing

consumers to the brand equity that is really rooted in consumers ’ mind, further to gain values

through consumers ’ purchasing behavior even loya l consumption, becomes a big issue for the

luxury brands who want to be successful in Chinese market.

3.3.3.3. StatementStatementStatementStatement ofofofof thethethethe ProblemProblemProblemProblem

In my research I study based on the conception of customer-based brand equity pyramids which

are integrated with marketing activities, applying on Chinese luxury market. The qualitative

study presented by this paper was framed by two quest ions (the first is the main quest ion, and

the second one is accessory quest ion from the first one) :

1) What key issues can be concluded from analysis of Chinese luxury market especia lly viewed

from perspective of consumer character ist ics?

And with the influences of facts from 1),

2) What suggest ion can be provided concerning the marketing strategies in order to achieve a

stronger position for luxury brands in present Chinese market?

16

http://www.bain.com/bainweb/publications/publications_detail.asp?id=20581&menu_url=publications_results.asp

http://www.bain.com/bainweb/publications/publications_detail.asp?id=20581&menu_url=publications_results.asp
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4.4.4.4. PurposePurposePurposePurpose ofofofof writingwritingwritingwriting

There are many researches have been done concerning luxury branding and marketing. But only

a few have been focusing on Chinese market. Most of them mentioned of course the huge

market in China and its potentia lity. But due to the barrier of news, reports in China, few of them

really succeed to achieve the result beyond a business point of view.

As a loya l luxury brand consumer, I am aiming to choose this familiar topic among numerous

areas. It is expected in this research, through developing and updating the current profiles to

provide some prelimina ry ideas for the luxury brands who want to enter into the Chinese luxury

goods market including the loca l brands who are physica lly in the industry while not benefit

from the share. It is also expected to provide a reference for the established luxury brands to

further develop their strategic marketing in Chinese market

5.5.5.5. MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology

The current study based on the concept of brand equity, uses the following different models to

get a closer view of Chinese luxury market, with a focus on the consumer.

In the first part, an introduction of both motive and theory foundation of writing and genera l

background are given.

In the Research and Analysis of market part, first ly a genera l descript ion is given, and then

follows with PEST analysis to show the macro-environment with politica l, economic, socia l and

technical factors.

To gain the view of the micro-situation of the entire industry, Porter’s Five Forces is applied in

the next part. By then, the picture of the entire Chinese luxury market and the external factors

influencing the consumer becomes more clea r. Then a simple SWOT part shows the factors in

current situations that will certainly affect the luxury goods marketers.

After that, the most important part concerning the customer analysis is brought forward sole ly. It

is analyzed from various aspects including geographic, demographic, cultural/socia l etc.

Additiona lly, a sampling survey by random quest ionnaire is conducted to gain the more practica l
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and updated data concerning the features of the Chinese luxury consumer. By then, the key

issues for the Chinese luxury market have been described.

When the first quest ion is answered, according to the CBBE model's concept, suggest ions of

marketing strategies are stated. A 4Ps model (product, price, place and promotion) is applied

combining with the different exper ience of famous luxury brands in order to make suggest ions

on the development of luxury brands in China. It is based on a common perspective for both

foreign and loca l marketers. While some extra focusing elements for the loca l luxury goods

marketers are also stated.

The following flow chart describes the entire work in a more tangible way:

(Figure 2: Flow chart of applica tion of models)

6.6.6.6. LimitationLimitationLimitationLimitation

This study has severa l limitations. To elaborate this will be helpful for further exploration to

overcome them.

Firstly, the analysis is only based on genera l luxury brands but has not narrowed down to a

Micro-environment

Porter's Five Forces

The Consumer

4Ps

Macro-environment

PEST
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specific category or company due to limitation of length and difficulty to gain confidentia l

company data.

Secondly, as a huge market, not all areas in China have been covered although the

differentiation has been mentioned. This study focused only on the four biggest cities in China:

Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou/Shenzhen and Hong Kong. Since significant regiona l differences

may exist among Chinese consumers, further study needs to be conducted if these results are

extended into other regiona l markets of China, especia lly inland cities.

Thirdly, this study only stated the single marketing mix with product, price, place and promotion

strategy, more marketing activities shall be affiliated to achieve the effects of integrated

marketing communication in order to build strong brand equity. The suggested marketing

strategy/act ivity can only be seen as a reference, exact execution needs to be applied according

to different brand, target group and its own specific situation.

Fourthly, the influence of the worldwide economic crisis has not been considered as it happened

recently after the research. So the results revea l the situation before the crisis.

Anyway, we are facing with a dynamic market , for instance, luxury standard may be varied with

economic change. Thus, keep updating data in order to understand changing consumer behavior

and attitudes is a must.
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IIIIIIIIMacro-environmentMacro-environmentMacro-environmentMacro-environment AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

It is always very important to view clearly the external situation surrounding before digging into

the inner environment in order to have an overview of the entire phenomenon. In this part, a

PEST analysis will be conducted to gain the key external factors for luxury brands in China.

PoliticalPoliticalPoliticalPolitical FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors

It has been mentioned by James Yuann (2006), Chinese government will “continue to put its

hands on: control over important sectors of China economy and new rules and provisions for

foreign investment”. It gives many aggressive investments chances. At the same time, it

generates intense competition. 17 It becomes a necessity to understand the regulatory context.

� Tariff and excises policy affect on the development of luxury goods market

Although protectionist policies limited trade especia lly the import of luxury goods in the way of

hefty taxes. In line with WTO commitments, the opening of previously protected areas has been

be improved gradua lly, which to some degree accelera te sales of luxury goods in China. For

example, before year 2004, the tariff for imported watches is 28-40%, in year 2005 it has been

decreased to 12.5% and by the end of year 2006, the tariff on imported watches has been reduced

to 11%.18 But the effects of excise duty on the luxury goods consumption shall not be ignored.

Since year 1994, Chinese government has started to collect excise duty on 11 products including

tobacco, cosmetics, jewelry and cars19. Starting from year 2006, new items for collect ing excise

duty have been added including golf equipment, watch and yacht etc.

The effects of excise on luxury goods on the luxury consumption are different according to

various groups. For the top milliona ires who are as the leader consumer group in luxury goods

market, their fortune is close to unlimited. The likelihood curve of consumption does not work

on them at all. Luxury goods mean not only the symbol of treasure and identity of socia l status,

but more a lifestyle. The so called "luxury goods" are actually their necessi ty. The rigid ity of

consumption decides that this group will hardly be influenced by raise of price resulted from

17 http://www.icinet.com.cn/ReadNews.asp?NewsID=4925
18 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
19 http://www.lunwenw.net/Html/shuiwu/225328796.html

http://www.icinet.com.cn/ReadNews.asp?NewsID=4925
http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
http://www.lunwenw.net/Html/shuiwu/225328796.html
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excises on luxury goods. For the regular luxury consumer such as the midd le-class group, they

will not give up the consumption of luxury goods even with raise of price due to excise, but the

amount may decrease in that case. The adjustment of excise on luxury goods will influence the

luxury goods market when viewing this group. For most of other kinds of random consumer

group no matter they are overdraft luxury consumers or non-end user, the effects of excise are

the same. But they may search for other alternatives like the second-line products to replace the

origina lly idea l items. Thus the adjustment of policy of excise on luxury goods in China is

playing an important role in influencing the development of luxury goods market in China.

� Tourism policy encourage the luxury good consumption

Deng Xiaoping’s exhortation ‘to get rich is glor ious ’ and the “reform and opening up policy”

proposed by him indeed resulted in the fact that many Chinese people are getting wealthy. With

the 2008 Olympic Games held in Beijing, China is been getting known by the world in depth.

The government shows an open and positive attitude for the foreign investors.

China's tourist sector was one of the first Chinese industries opened up to the outside world.

Government encourages Chinese citizens to go traveling to spend money to spur an economy

over-reliant on state spending. Workers were given a whole week off to mark the October 1

vacation. Increasingly favorable and flexible governmenta l tourism policies open up the Chinese

tourism industry to the world and enable more Chinese to step out of their country.

ADS-Approved Destination Status20, which is a unique effort by CNTA (China Nationa l

Tourism Administration) to make sure the China tourist market, opens gradua lly and orderly to

the world. Each destination needs to negotiate individually with Chinese authorities in order to

be granted the ADS.

The advantage an Approved Destination enjoys is that they can receive Chinese tourist groups

through officia l outbound travel agents authorized by CNTA. Possible benefits are the growth in

internationa l tourism, the rise of Chinese consumers in the ADS-countries. According to data

from CNTA21, there are more than 34 million out-bounding tourists in year 2006. In average the

20 http://www.enit.it/adscina/mou_291003_en.pdf
21 http://www.cnta.gov.cn/html/2008-6/2008-6-2-14-52-59-212.html

http://www.cnta.gov.cn/html/2008-6/2008-6-2-14-52-59-212.html
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consumption of luxury goods has been up to Euro 800 per person. EIU (Economist Intelligence

Unit) reported that the out-bounding tourists in year 2008 will reach to 49 million. World Travel

Organiza tion22 predicts that by year 2020, Chinese out-bounding tourists will raise up to 100

million.

This is no doubt a good news for luxury goods industry. It is well known that Chinese tourists

prefer to buy luxury goods when they are travelling abroad. The development of out-bounding

tourism generates more sales of luxury goods as well as improves the brand cognitions and

awareness. The main reasons can be conclude as follows: Firstly, Chinese consumers believe

the quality of luxury goods they buy in franchise store, which may cannot be guaranteed inland

in China. Secondly, as mentioned in previous paragraph, the excise inland is one of the factors

to consider for many tourists.

� Fight against counterfeit purifies the environment for development of luxury goods

The problem of counterfeit in China is one of big issues bother ing the luxury goods marketers.

One of the main resources for counterfeit of luxury goods is China because of its lower-cost of

labor and raw materia ls. At one of the biggest on-line shopping website “Tao Bao”23, you can

even find that the counterfeit has been classified into different levels according to the degree of

similarity with authentic items. There are A class, A++ class etc. and the prices are actually

quite higher than a lot of mere fashion brands even though it is of course comparatively lower

than authentic luxury items. Figures from European customs shows that among all the 92

million counterfeit they caught on border, there are 60% of them are from China.24

There are also other brands made in China which are using similar brand name, logo to imitate

western luxury brands. In reality, the influence of these kinds of counterfeit has not so much

influence on luxury brands since most of them are quite unknown to the public and their

operation are only located in nationa l market. Most of the consumers of luxury brands are

capable to differentiate these products from the real luxury brands that they are pursuing, which

lessen the threat to authentic luxury goods.

22 http://www.china.org.cn/archive/2007-05/10/content_1210352.htm
23 www.taobao.com.cn
24 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html

http://www.china.org.cn/archive/2007-05/10/content_1210352.htm
http://www.taobao.com.cn
http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
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Chinese government has set down a series of policies to fight with counterfeit. Product Quality

Law of The People's Republic of China and the opening of hot line for compla int ("315 Re

Xian) broadens the ways for the consumer to check up the quality of products and gives the

consumer chance to appraise counterfeit. The government can cooperate with luxury goods

industry to establish a scanning system for some brands. The consumer can through calling a

specia l customer service line, input the serial code shown on the product to ensure the

authenticity of the product.

There are some experts also argued that counterfeit will not obstruct the development of luxury

goods in Chinese market. They pointed that the consumer with capability to buy luxury goods

will anyhow make the consumption. For example, the PR manager from LVMH (China) still

had strong confidence of sales even during the period that the Chinese were against imported

products from France due to Tibet issue. 25 It is argued that to some degree, counterfeit may

even strengthen the brand awareness on the contrary.26 Anyhow, counterfeit is a risk for the

healthy development of Chinese luxury industry in a long-term perspective.

EconomicEconomicEconomicEconomic factorsfactorsfactorsfactors

� Rapid economic growth

China’s growth rate has remained above seven percent over the past 15 years27. During this

period, the Global Competitiveness Index28 ranked its economy as the30th most competitive in

the world in year 2008 from the 46th most competitivein 2004. The report also indica ted the

continuing highly competitiveness of Hong Kong (11th). According to Nationa l Bureau of

Statist ics of China29, the growth of China's economy in year 2007 remains strong increase with a

GDP growth rate of 11.4%. The steady growth of economy in GDP has remained with around

double digits for over a decade. Despite the disaster of earthquake in Sichuan province, China

still achieved a recorded GDP of 24,661.9 billion yuan (approximately equals to U.S. Dollar

3.59 trillion) (Beijing + 12.3%, Shanghai + 13.3% and Guandong +14.5%).

25 http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-27/108411725.html
26 http://www.jdnews.com.cn/col76/article.htm1?id=855197
27 Handouts from The China Business Summit (12-13 September 2004, Beijing, China)
28 http://www.weforum.org/pdf/GCR08/GCR08.pdf
29 http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjgb/ndtjgb/qgndtjgb/t20080228_402464933.htm

http://www.weforum.org/site/homepublic.nsf/Content/Global+Competitiveness+Programme%5CGlobal+Competitiveness+Report
http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-27/108411725.html
http://www.jdnews.com.cn/col76/article.htm1?id=855197
http://www.weforum.org/pdf/GCR08/GCR08.pdf
http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjgb/ndtjgb/qgndtjgb/t20080228_402464933.htm
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China is exper iencing rapid economic growth and predict ion30 shows the growing potentia l as

well. China aims to nearly quadruple its GDP to U.S. Dollar 4 trillion by 2020. It has been also

predicted in 2050 China may account for 24% of world economy. It brings a broad platform for

foreign companies. For foreign investors, “the stability of China’s economic policies, the

establishment of a business lega l system, the consumer confidence level and actual income

increase……require a close watch for operationa l decisions”. (Yang & Lee, 2002) Meanwhile, it

generates intense competition as well, which will be analyzed in next section.

Evidence from per capita GDP

As a huge country with population of 1.4 billion, the average per capita GDP in city of China is

approx. U.S. Dollar 2,200 in 2007 and the average per capita GDP is predicted to reach U.S.

Dollar 3,000 by year 201031 .

Data shows that luxury goods market will be restricted in the countries or districts where per

capita GDP is lower than U.S. Dollar 1000. While development of luxury goods market will

speed up when per capita GDP reach U.S. Dollar1500.32 According to research from Morgan

Stanley, When per capita GDP gets to U.S. Dollar 2500, luxury goods consumption will soar up

to a new level to a significant luxury brand market.33 The average per capita GDP in China as

addressed previously is now close to U.S. Dollar 2500 which is the starting line of speeding up

for luxury consumption. Because of the un-balanced development in different districts in China,

in many developed cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen etc., per capita GDP has exceeded

U.S. Dollar 2500 actually. There may be no noble in China, but there is never lack of rich people .

China Association of Branding Strategy34 cla imed that there are 175 million consumers who

have the purchasing power for all kinds of luxury brands, which accounts for more than 13% of

the total population. And among these consumers, "100 billion to 130 billion of them are active

luxury consumers" who mainly purchase luxury on person that we are discussing in this report

including “luxury watches, bags, cosmetics, clothing and jewelry”. Leow (2005) predicts that

30 http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-05/16/content_442681.htm
31 http://en.ec.com.cn/article/enindustry/enmacroeconomy/enmereport/200801/539626_1.html
32 http://news.yonghua.net.cn/htmldata/2005_05/2/14/article_268902_1.html
33 http://www.pinggu.org/bbs/b26i6113.html
34 http://biz.163.com/05/0914/00/1TIOHN4A000217EM.html

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/english/doc/2005-05/16/content_442681.htm
http://en.ec.com.cn/article/enindustry/enmacroeconomy/enmereport/200801/539626_1.html
http://news.yonghua.net.cn/htmldata/2005_05/2/14/article_268902_1.html
http://www.pinggu.org/bbs/b26i6113.html
http://biz.163.com/05/0914/00/1TIOHN4A000217EM.html
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“by the year of 2010, there will be 250 million powerful consumers”.

Other favorable factors in economic perspective for growth of luxury goods market in China can

be concluded as follows 35:

� The rich in China are growing rapidly in both figures and wealth

A report from Merrill Lynch indica tes that “there are at least 2.36 billion plutocrats in the

mainland of China…. And this figure is growing rapid ly with yearly increasing rate of 12%”36

In 2004 there were an estimated 3.3 million individuals in China with more than U.S. Dollar

100,000 in liquid assets (State Statist ica l Bureau, 2004). The yearly report in 2006 of luxury

brand from New York Times mentioned that by year 2006, there are approx. 3 billion

milliona ires whose total assets exceed U.S. Dollar 1 million. 37

The rapid growing rich group is a fortune and a target group for luxury brand companies.

� New money, young owner

The average age of China’s richest men is under 47 according to Chadha and Husband (2006).

The latest luxury market report released by MasterCard Worldwide38 estimate that by the year

of 2016, the young rich ’s luxury goods consumption will extend to U.S. Dollar 261,400 billion

from U.S. Dollar 86,000 in year 2006. The rich group of the older will reach U.S. Dollar180,000

billion. The age range of young group mentioned in this report refers to the rich who are under

35 and the older group refers to people who are under 60.

As the economy grew, the average incomes increased which has shown in the above-mentioned

figures of per capita GDP. Following with the rise in incomes, came the rise in spending power,

just as more products began to appear on the average department store shelves. Consumers

began to find that they could now afford to buy more luxury goods, Furthermore; recent fact of

increasing value of Chinese yuan shows a signa l of more capability of consumption for Chinese

consumers in the future.

35 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
36 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/4080/91085.html
37 http://www.nytco.com/pdf/annual_2006/2006NYTannual.pdf
38 http://www.chinairn.com/doc/4080/173841.html

http://www.chinairn.com/doc/70270/234240.html
http://www.chinairn.com/doc/4080/173841.html
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� Risk of Inflation

While when China market benefits greatly from its large and rapid growth of economy, its rising

infla tion has also become "an area of concern"39 .

According to the government report, since October, 2007, China's monthly infla tion rate hit 6.5

percent, which reached a decade-high. However, experts advised that "Infla tion is not the big

threat to stability"40 since the growth rate of GDP was much higher than estimation and plus the

effect of nega tive interest rate policy, which will still encourage the spending of Chinese

consumer.

All the figures and researches show strong evidence of booming of China's economy and China's

luxury goods market. Chinese luxury goods market is expected to grow rapid ly in both size and

consumer power.Although the risk of infla tion exists, stability of the economic environment for

Chinese luxury goods is still the mainstream.

SocialSocialSocialSocial FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors

China continues to change rapid ly. As it mentioned previously, its politica l system is becoming

ever more open, and politica l leaders are now much more accountable to both popular

sentiment and the rule of law.

Under such a rapid change, the people of China have seen many of their traditiona l values and

attitudes changed significantly accordingly. Although luxury goods consumption used to be

regarded as a breach of “living thriftily and struggling” which is traditiona l virtue in China, the

Chinese are now much more open-minded , and are more open to new ideas and concepts than

ever before. The influence of foreign culture is now much more apparent in everyday life than

in any other previous generation. The young generations hold different viewpoints of

consumption from their grandparents or even parents. They tend to spending money instead of

saving money.

The enhanced role of women is also seen as a stream. More and more well-educated women are

becoming the office lady, even the high-level executive and top managers in different business

39 http://www.weforum.org/pdf/GCR08/GCR08.pdf
40 http://blogs.ft.com/wolfforum/2007/10/china-inflationhtml/

http://www.weforum.org/pdf/GCR08/GCR08.pdf
http://blogs.ft.com/wolfforum/2007/10/china-inflationhtml/
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area. The economic status of young urban women is getting very impressive. Traditiona lly

Chinese referred men to the sky. Nowadays there is a saying "Women can backup half of the

sky". The consumption power of Chinese women is now also showed very significantly.

But as many other Asians of moderate, most of Chinese are still "simply spending their way up

the socia l hierarchy, often in amounts totally out of whack with their real income". (Chadha and

Husband, 2007). With very strong brand consciousness and status concern, Chinese get extra

incentive to buy and use the globa l luxury brands. Just as Veblen (1994) defined in "The

Theory of the Leisure Class", it is a kind of "conspicuous consumption" which can put one's

"opulence in evidence" by buying luxury goods.

In China, you are what you wear. Considered as a high-context cultures (Lewicki et al., 2003),

Chinese tend to focus on the collect ive goals rather than individual goals . (Brett and Gretchen,

1999) People tend to find a group identifica tion and recognition through the way of purchasing

luxury goods.

For the Chinese luxury goods consumer, on the one hand, they can show that their own

economic strength and socia l status through the consumption of luxury; on the other hand,

through showing off, they can mainta in or develop the relationship between the networks. The

consumers take the purchasing activity as a process of becoming one specific class. It may also

lead the consumer to purchase to show off even out of actual needs or values.

So as Chadha and Husband (2007) mentioned in "The cult of luxury”, China market still ranges

from subjugation to the “show off” stage. (Append ix B). Most of the luxury goods consumers

are trying to "acquire the symbols of wealth and displaying them in the most conspicuous

manner". They are still at the "show off" stage. Such an immature purpose of consumption may

be changed gradua lly, but at present, it is a needed factor when decid ing the marketing strategy.

There are two socia l factors to be specia lly addressed. With the influence of Confucian which

emphasized the importance of family and group, guanxi and face play very important roles in

ensuring a successful business in Chinese society. Their effects on Chinese luxury consumers

will be elaborated in future part.

� Face (Mianzi)
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In Chinese, face has two dist inguished expression: Lian and Mianzi. The first refers to its

semantic meaning, while the latter which will be discussed in this part is "a product of

socia lization" (Langenberg, 2007). In Chinese culture, face (mianzi) lies on the outside and is

"more important in the context of socia l exchanges" (Yang, 1994). Lian is inbred which can be

regarded as the simple reflect ion when you look at mirror. Mianzi is more like how people will

be looked or judged from outside in society.

� Guanxi

Face (mianzi) is actually a resource belong to guanxi system. Guanxi litera lly means relationship.

In China, it refers more to a network with mutual benefit. . Before establishing your business,

the company needs to build up their guanxi network with suppliers and consumers. Yang & Lee

(2002) has indica ted the importance of “build ing a good relationship” in early years. In the

process of doing business, how to manage the internal guanxi among employees and external

guanxi with different parts especia lly the government is also a key to foreign companies. Liu &

Roos (2006) analyzed the guanxi-driven paradigm. They point out that guanxi retains

“fundamenta l importance” for strategic level and indica te guanxi is a way of “playing

relationship card”.

TechnologicalTechnologicalTechnologicalTechnological factorsfactorsfactorsfactors

The development in economy calls for applica tion of high technology. For instance, with the

wider opening of Chinese market, the smooth running for foreign firms who entered/will enter

into Chinese market is decided by the development of Chinese E-commerce to a high degree. As

we know, Besides of the face-to-face communication whcih is the a very favorable method to

communicate with the consumer , foreign luxury companies also need high technology to carry out

and support its communication process due to the physica l distance.

� Internet and related new media broaden the platform

The Internet has become a vital tool in business transact ion, the distribution of products,

Internet working of business partners, and is an instantaneous meaning of accessing knowledge

on all kinds of subjects including all the related brand information. The ease of access and depth
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of information through Internet have stimula ted the emergence of a new breed of promotion

channels for the luxury goods marketers.

According to "the 21st China Internet Development Statist ics Reoprt"41 released by CNNIC

(China Internet network Information Center) in January, 2008, by the end of year 2007, the total

number of Internet user in China has reached 2.1 billion people. It is also shown that the net izens

of 18-35 years old accounted for more than 50% of the total number. Another report from

CNNIC cla imed that the Internet video user is up to 1600 million people. 42

Through the Internet, the audiovisua l presentation of information on the luxury brands it self

outdoes the glossiest and most colorful print, and the quality of the presentation plays important

role in the end-consumer's awareness and impression on different brands. This optimist ic

development also brings a wide range of platforms for the high-end brands to carry out

marketing activities which target the consumer group. For example, luxury car company can

offer opportunity for test drive through Internet registration.

In the meantime, new technology has also been introduced into the traditiona l med ia and creates

new communication med ia. The development of web 2.0 makes it possible for the net izens to use

blog, post board, web community such as MySpace and Facebook to exchange information and

get into the communication process. Electronic fashion magazine benefits from such technology

undoubted ly. Some of the electronic magazines such as”MANse and UOMO” have become part

of one of the largest net med ia portfolio especia lly in Beijing, Shanghai and other big cities in

China. But comparing with the western developed countries, the on-line sales for luxury goods

are still not that popular. Most of the luxury brands have their ownweb site in Chinese while on-

line shopping keeps in blank when you are searching under the Chinese version.

Unfortunately, the growth of new med ia did not help to change the expensive med ia price.

Advertising is still a costly exercise with heavy clutter for the marketer especia lly in big cities

like Beijing and Shanghai. Data showed that the overa ll increased rate of the ad prices was up to

15% and in 2008 is expected be 25% to 30%.43

41 http://www.cnnic.com.cn/html/Dir/2008/01/17/4966.htm
42 http://data.icxo.com/htmlnews/2008/06/25/1290284.htm
43 http://cn.about.yahoo.com/070716/55/27lch.html

http://www.cnnic.com.cn/html/Dir/2008/01/17/4966.htm
http://data.icxo.com/htmlnews/2008/06/25/1290284.htm
http://cn.about.yahoo.com/070716/55/27lch.html
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� Application of high technology on credit cards stimulates the consumption

The emergence of high technology applied on credit cards gives some people the ability spend in

excess of the required cost. Research44 shows that it is expected a 45 million credit cards holder

in China. According to another MasterCard research45, "spending on luxury goods in China was

up by 50%". Although no strong evidence showed that the increased spending are made by credit

card. It is no doubt that with the applica tion of high technology into credit card area, more and

more chances as well as more freedom are generated for the Chinese consumer. Undoubtedly, the

increased number of credit card holder will stimula te the Chinese luxury goods consumption.

44 http://finance.people.com.cn/BIG5/71364/7468068.html
45 http://www.mastercard.com/hk/wce/PDF/25621_Luxury_Week_2008_press_release__English.pdf

http://finance.people.com.cn/BIG5/71364/7468068.html
http://www.mastercard.com/hk/wce/PDF/25621_Luxury_Week_2008_press_release__English.pdf
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IIIIIIIIIIII Micro-environmentMicro-environmentMicro-environmentMicro-environment AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

The business environment is influenced by lots of external elements. These elements should be

analyzed systematica lly and with continuous scanning. As addressed before, luxury good industry

is booming in China. Facing with such a large market-Chinese market, many luxury good

companies are taking actions in order to capitalize on this growing luxury market. To find the

competition situation for luxury good companies into China becomes the vital from the merely

important. .

Michael E. Porter (Citied by Hollensen, 2003) provided a good framework of model that an

industry is being influenced by five forces. Horizontal and vertica l competitions are included in

these five forces. Three forces from horizontal competition are: threat of subst itute products, the

threat of established riva ls and the threat of new entrants. The bargaining power of suppliers and

bargaining power of customers are two forces from vertica l competition.

It is important to have the ability to deal with these external forces, because through the

collect ive power of these forces the entire picture of the micro-situation of luxury goods will be

gained.

The following is an industria l analysis for the Chinese luxury goods market:

Potential

Entrants

Buyers

Substitutes

Supplier

s

Industry

competitors

RivalrityRivalrityRivalrityRivalrity amongamongamongamong

existingexistingexistingexisting firmsfirmsfirmsfirms

(Figure 3: Porter's Five Forces Model, 2003)
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ThreatThreatThreatThreat ofofofof NewNewNewNewEntrantsEntrantsEntrantsEntrants

There are many new entrants will be attracted by the presence of profits of the booming luxury

industry in Chinese market. On one hand, the new entrants threatens the exist ing market share

of competitors, On the other hand, too many new entrants may minimize the profits and

furthermore decrease the attract iveness of the whole industry. In luxury goods industry in

China, there are severa l barriers to entry that make it difficult to enter into the market thus can

minimize the threat to some degree.

Some of these main barriers are listed below.

� For new firms to enter into the luxury goods market in China, high capital investment is

required to achieve the market position.

A new brand needs to be considered to belong to luxury when entering the luxury goods market.

Just as it said by Ivan Kwok, a manager at Boston Consulting Group in Hong Kong, The

winners in the competition in Chinese luxury market are “the ones whose products are seen by

consumers as obvious symbols of wealth”.46

Fist of all, from the character ist ics of luxury goods, they can be divided into two types. One is

technology based such as luxury car, yacht etc. While another type such as Haute Couture,

luxury bags can be seen as art/design based. Both of them require high level of technology or

refined design/manufacturing techniques. For most of world-known luxury goods, they are

even the combination of high technology and manufacturing techniques. No matter which type

a new brand belongs to, in order to be recognized a luxury brand, it needs to create strong

differentiation from regular consumer products. With such limited resources facing with so

many luxury brands, it becomes very difficult to simply pursue the difference of raw materia ls.

The best approach is to pursue the differences of technology and quality.

For example, each of Rolls-Royce cars has hand-manufacturing interior parts. Its top position is

based on its assured top quality. Many apparel brands are designed by specific designers with

even limited editions. All these innovation and improvement based on character ist ics of luxury

goods require high capital investment.

46 http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/01/01/bloomberg/sxlux.php?page_1

http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/01/01/bloomberg/sxlux.php?page_1
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Viewing from another aspect, a new brand needs to gain the fame and recognition from the

public so it requires a huge investment on advertisement campaign. To ensure to reach the

target of consumer groups, it requires high investment. A luxury brand in China cannot be too

hidden as it is a necessary for a luxury brand to be accepted by everybody or at least the

majority to be as luxury. Very few people will accept to buy an unknown brand with high cost.

Especia lly in China, high recognition and high identifica tion means quality to most of the

consumer. Thus high investment on campaign to spread the brand recognition is very important,

which becomes a barrier for new entrants to Chinese luxury goods market.

� Another barrier for new entrants is to build up/leverage its brand image

This barrier ties tightly with the first barrier. From the view of Keller ’s Brand equity theory,

accompanying with the brand awareness achieved by intensive advertisement campaign, the

more intangible aspects of the brand – brand imagery needs to be achieved in order to

strengthen the market position. Keller defines brand image as the perceptions about a brand as

reflected by the brand associa tions held in consumer memory. As a new entrant, how to build

up its unique brand image to gain competitive initiatives is a barrier to overcome for its future

development.

There is no doubt that the specific design plays a role of differentiator between brands. Almost

all the luxury brands cla im that their products are the unique ones. It is partly true when looking

at the classic models such as Birkin from Hermes, 2.55 clutch from Chanel and trinity ring

from Cartier etc. Maybe it is more correct to say that the brand give these products specific

identifica tion. It may be easy to copy the exterior design (there might be some differences due

to limitation of materia l) or to create a new one, while it is quite costly to establish the

intangible brand image in consumers ’ mind.

Brand extension is a quite common strategy in luxury goods marketing. Taking a horizontal

view of different luxury products, the new products with the extension from an established

brand can also be considered as new entrants. Through this strategy, a sole company can

achieve the “economy of scopes” without risk ing opening a new company. These new entrants

can take advantage of established brand image. While again, how to leverage its current brand
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image is a barrier. It can be a hit when using the right connect ion of exist ing brand name into

the new products lines. It is also a disaster if the new extension becomes incongruous with or

even runs counter to the exist ing brand image. Taking the example of Cadillac 47, it used to

introduce ‘Cimarron’ as a new type of luxury car which actually repeated most of features of

the old ‘Chevy Cavalier ’. Such a decla imed brand extension was against by the consumer.

‘Cimarron’ exit from the market within less a year.

� Furthermore, barrier of access to distribution also exists in Chinese luxury goods industry

There are basica lly three main entry modes for the internationa l luxury brands to enter China ’s

market viewing from the history. When entering into the coastal cities in the early 1990s,

ma inly of them were through distributors assigned to high-end shopping malls, such as The

Seibu Department Store in Shenzhen, Shanghai Friendship Store etc. In recent years, besides

such main venues, various exhibitions become the main access to distribution. Luxury goods

exhibition, jewelry show, watch fair and other specia l exhibition have become the most

important entry modes. However, due to limitation of time and customs procedures, such

method not only has a higher cost of sales and marketing, but also has the difficulty of the after-

sales service. The third entry mode is to build up their own specia lty stores.

For the new established brand, it maybe difficult to achieve the trust from the distributors with

the first two modes. Although most of luxury brands can offer the return policy for unsold

products to the distributors, it is still hard for an unknown brand to get the investment from the

distributors. For the luxury brands that are already very famous, find ing the adequate retailer is

much easier as with their world-known recognition and exist ing market, the distributors will

feel safer to deal with them. But for the new comer, it is a barrier to entry. As to the third entry

modes, it is good to control the brand image and the strategic implementation; with abundant of

capital investment, this is a good way to keep contact with the end consumer.

ThreatThreatThreatThreat ofofofof SubstituteSubstituteSubstituteSubstitute ProductsProductsProductsProducts

According to the essentia l feature of luxury goods mentioned previously, luxury goods is the

result of the refined processing of goods, high prices and high quality is usua lly a fundamental

47 http://mkt.icxo.com/htmlnews/2005/04/08/576991.htm

http://mkt.icxo.com/htmlnews/2005/04/08/576991.htm
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character ist ic of luxury goods. It is often has the feature of uniqueness and scarcity. While as

luxury goods, they also have the part of common features as commod ity goods, which is to

fulfill the people’s fundamenta l requirements. (Except those extremely costly products which is

only for collect ion)

The luxury goods we discussed in this report are luxury-on-your person which can cover the area

of clothing, food, housing, transportation and enterta inment (in Chinese it is called ‘Yi, Shi, Zhu,

Xing and Yu’ which refers to people ’s basic requirements in life). All these basic requirements

are at the bottom of the pyramid according to Maslow's hierarchy theory of needs (appendix C)

(Maslow, 1943).When viewing from this aspect, luxury goods are kind of funct iona l products.

Thus why although comparing with commod ity products, luxury goods have less choice for

subst itution; Christopher (1994) still cla imed that luxury goods can be easily replaced without

pain.

But we shall not ignore the significance of symbolizing (figure 4&5) when talking about luxury

goods.

Firstly, this symbolic nature of consumption48 can be considered as "a symbol of consumption. ”

It contains expression and transfer of some meaning and information, including the status of

consumers, identity, persona lity, quality, fun and recognition. Consumer process is not only to

meet basic human needs, but also to conduct socia l performance and socia l communication

process. Secondly, this nature is also a "symbolic of the consumer." The consumption of these

products becomes a symbol of socia l and cultural significance, including the consumer mood,

aesthetics, atmosphere, style and atmosphere.

48 http://www.ciadvertising.org/student_account/fall_01/adv392/abinay/paper1/symbolic_consumption.htm

http://www.ciadvertising.org/student_account/fall_01/adv392/abinay/paper1/symbolic_consumption.htm
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(Figure 4&5, summary of symbolizing in consumption I&II, based on traditiona l Chinese conception)

When coming to China, as described in previous paragraph and the above figures, most of the

luxury goods are regarded more as a status symbol for showing off than physica l funct iona l

CategoryCategoryCategoryCategory SymbolizingSymbolizingSymbolizingSymbolizing Functiona lFunctiona lFunctiona lFunctiona l

ClothingClothingClothingClothing Success, wealth,

identity

Quite low

FoodFoodFoodFood Used in socia l

communication to

show respect

As gift, especia lly with tobacco

and alcohol

HousingHousingHousingHousing Persona l, but becomes

a symbol of wealth and

status

To be preserved, value to be

expected to increase

TransportTransportTransportTransport

ationationationation

Status, wealth Quite strong, while for most

consumers, funct ion is not the

key focus

EntertainEntertainEntertainEntertain

mentmentmentment

Not obvious Focusing on persona l

exper ience

Clothing
Transportation

Food

Housing

Entertainment

High

Symbolizing

Low
Low Functional High
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goods because of the unique Chinese culture . From the view of funct iona l significance, the

strong degree requires brand to ensure quality for the consumer . There is no doubt that they can

choose from different brands. But as most of the brands are build ing their own uniqueness , it

will be hard to find subst itutes at the same level or with same fulfillment especia lly when the

consumer have specia l favor ite of specific brands .

As China is still in the stage of show-off level, this "show off consumption" is a kind of

conspicuous consumption that Veblen (1994) defined. Under such circumstance, the funct iona l

significance of luxury goods will inevitably be weakened, the purchaser may even give up its

exist ing subst itutes because of chasing for symbolic significance .

For luxury goods addressing on symbolizing, the purpose for the consumer is to show that they

have this brand. It is hard for them to switch to other subst itutes. Certainly, there are some

consumers who are still in the process from med ium luxury to high-end luxury because of reach

scope of their economy. They may buy the accessible subst itutes as a connect ion before reaching

their dreaming products . In this case, the threat of subst itutes is from horizontal competition.

Take the example of Coach Group49 which has gained the annual profit jumping from U.S.

Dollar 64 million to about U.S. Dollar 500 in recent years. With its marketing position of

"Accessible Luxury", its growth rate of profit has exceeded LVMH and Tiffany to the highest in

the globa l luxury industry. So does the fashion brand Zara. A report announced by Morgan

Stanley50 predicted that from 2004 to 2014, Zara's parent company - Inditex Group and H & M

Group will achieve the average annual growth rate per share with more than 10%. It is

impressive comparing with the 7.7% of the five big luxury groups including Bulgari, Burberry,

Richemont, Swatch and Hermès.

These accessible luxury brands are a threat for luxury brands with higher-lever positioning.

Certainly more and more luxury brands has noticed it and started to use brand extension to make

small accessories etc. On the one hand, extension expanded the entire product line/cycle to

create new entrants for the entire industry; On the other hand, it provided more chances for

49 http://luxury.rayli.com.cn/0072/2008-07-15/L0072002_318229_1.html
50 http://brand.icxo.com/htmlnews/2005/06/22/618763.htm

http://luxury.rayli.com.cn/0072/2008-07-15/L0072002_318229_1.html
http://brand.icxo.com/htmlnews/2005/06/22/618763.htm
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people who may need subst itutes to meet their requirement with their dreaming brand . Brand

extension strategy to some degree becomes a method to lessen threaten of subst itutes.

While although policies has been stipulated to mainta in the right order of the market, the

problem of counterfeit still exists. Most of the consumers in China are buying the real authentic

luxury goods but not a good counterfeited product. It is unavoidable by now that some younger

generation tend to mix the real designer clothes with some counterfeited clothes/bags etc. That is

a concern that we can not ignore the threat from counterfeit.

IntensityIntensityIntensityIntensity ofofofof RivalryRivalryRivalryRivalry amongamongamongamong ExistingExistingExistingExisting CompetitorsCompetitorsCompetitorsCompetitors

Since 1990s, lots of big fashion brands like LV, YSL, Dunhill, and Chanel 51started their

exploration in China. With the concern of the large share of China market, in the past years,

more and more big brands increased their investment in the battle in China, which is shown on

both amounts of stores and the intensity of advertising battle. According to the data from

Internationa l Association of luxury52, until January 2007, the world recognized luxury brand in

the mainland of China has reached to 176. Global fashion giants like LVMH, Richemont are

rushing into China to occupy the market share. More than 80% of the owned brands by LVMH,

PPR, and other luxury goods group has entered the mainland of China. But as mentioned in the

China Luxury Summit 200753, a risk of the current retail environment in China is seen as a

barrier.

� Viewing from the expansion of different categories

Clothing and leather goods

As one of the world's largest luxury goods group with major business of leather goods and

garments - the French LVMH group entered the Chinese market with the opening of its first

Louis Vuittion handbag store in the Peninsula Beijing Hotel in year 1992.54 After 12 years of

trial and accumula tion, LV opened its China’s first flagship store in Shanghai in September,

2004. By the end of year 2005, LV has 13 stores in the mainland of China which covers Dalian,

51 http://money.cnn.com
52 http://finance1.jr j.com.cn/news/2008-05-19/000003661380.html
53 http://www.neeu.com/HTML/user/coreler/10020974.html
54 http://finance1.jr j.com.cn/news/2008-05-19/000003661380.html

http://money.cnn.com
http://finance1.jrj.com.cn/news/2008-05-19/000003661380.html
http://www.neeu.com/HTML/user/coreler/10020974.html
http://finance1.jrj.com.cn/news/2008-05-19/000003661380.html
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Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Xiamen, Chengdu etc. On November 18, 2005, LV opened a second

flagship store in Beijing Internationa l Trade Centre. By then, in China and Shenzhen, LV has 2

stores respectively. The figures will be even bigger when counting the 6 stores in Hong Kong

where just opened the 2nd biggest globa l flagship store in March, 2008.55

Another French group PPG also showed big interest in China. With the grand opening of stores

in Pu Dong and Hua Run, the number of stores for its group brand Gucci has increased to18 in

the mainland of China.56

There is also intense competition in men’s wears. Ermenegildo Zegna launched in Beijing in

1991. With the advantage of early launching, Ermenegildo Zegna counts for 30% of market

share of men’s luxury garments in China. By now, it has 52 stores (including 3 flagship stores)

in the mainland of China. It plans to open 5-6 new stores (including renovation) each year. It is

cla imed by the president Mr. Paolo Zegna that “the increase of sales will reach up to 50% in

year 2008 in China”57

Armani launched its flagship in Shanghai in April, 2004. Its group strategy pointed China as the

main market to develop. Another part of this strategy expected to launch 20-30 new stores in

the main cities in China by the end of 2008.58

Hermes has 7 stores in Hong Kong, which is even more than the amounts in Pairs or New

York.59

The intens ity of riva lry is also shown in other luxury goods area.

Cars

As the group that have the largest market share and the most extensive coverage in the high-end

automobile market in China, Audi has made remarkable development with the number of

dealers up to 121.60 Mercedes-Benz has in total 78 stores in China. Porsche entered into China

market in year 2001. It has already planned to add its dealers to 25 by the end of this year from

55 http://www.yoka.com/renren/four/2008/031747480.shtml
56 http://lux.hexun.com/2008-02-01/103477529.html
57 http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-27/108411725.html
58 http://www.baiyaninfo.com/listpage/lp6082.htm
59 http://www.gdchain.com.cn/News/newsdetail.asp?NewsID=72626
60 http://www.audi.cn/audi/cn/zh2/about_audi/news/ceramic_brakes_for_the_12_cylinder_Audi_A8.html

http://www.yoka.com/renren/four/2008/031747480.shtml
http://lux.hexun.com/2008-02-01/103477529.html
http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-27/108411725.html
http://www.baiyaninfo.com/listpage/lp6082.htm
http://www.gdchain.com.cn/News/newsdetail.asp?NewsID=72626
http://www.audi.cn/audi/cn/zh2/about_audi/news/ceramic_brakes_for_the_12_cylinder_Audi_A8.html
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17.61

In 2007, BMW sold 51,588 cars in China with an annual growth of 42%。62 It is believed that

the increase of the Chinese Luxury car market share will reach "6 percent or more"63, so in the

annual meeting64 of the world's BMW in June 2007, BMW decided to shift the focus of

luxury cars to China to cope with Audi and Mercedes-Benz due to the pressure of competition .

It even plans to build up "a second plant in China"

Jewelries & Watches

Richemont, the Swiss luxury goods group, pointed out that they have invested in “optimizing

their boutique locations” especia lly in China in its announced audited results for the year ended

31 March 2008.65 In China, Richemont followed the strategy of "opening stores......to ensure a

good geographic coverage".

Richemont Group's well-known brand Cartier has opened 14 stores in China, "From the

beginning of September 2004 till 2006, we almost open one shop per month in China" said by

Mr. Huiquan Lu, Chief Executive Officer .66

Research67 shows that Richemont's another brand - Montblanc has opened 105 stores in 41

cities in China, which covers nearly half amount of its globa l store. Piaget's sales in China has

taken 14% of its globa l sales. Longines and Omega which are owned by the Swatch Group,

also have sales in China accounted for the 1st position of its globa l sales.

The Swatch group “announced to increase its participation from 7.25% to 8.09%”68 in Xinyu

Hengdeli Hold ings Ltd. in China, which is one of “the largest watches retail chain”. It

undoubted ly indica tes its strong eager to expand in China market.

61 http://www.mercedes-benz.com.cn
62 http://finance1.jr j.com.cn/news/2008-04-01/000003478436.html
63 http://finance.baidu.com/n/finance/auto/qcyw/2008-01-31/19474152764.html
64 http://www.auto-china.cn/news_view.asp?id=29677
65 http://www.richemont.com/reports_and_presentations.html
66 http://www.p5w.net/newfortune/old/200504/t307091.htm
67 http://biz.cn.yahoo.com/051213/16/elav.html
68 http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS129005+31-Mar-2008+MW20080331

http://www.mercedes-benz.com.cn
http://finance1.jrj.com.cn/news/2008-04-01/000003478436.html
http://finance.baidu.com/n/finance/auto/qcyw/2008-01-31/19474152764.html
http://www.auto-china.cn/news_view.asp?id=29677
http://www.richemont.com/reports_and_presentations.html
http://www.p5w.net/newfortune/old/200504/t307091.htm
http://biz.cn.yahoo.com/051213/16/elav.html
http://www.reuters.com/article/pressRelease/idUS129005+31-Mar-2008+MW20080331
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� Viewing from the advertising battle of different categories

All signs show that the world's major luxury goods companies have changed over their strategy

in China from the small-scale, exploratory investment in past few years to the rapid pace of

expansion. Most of the big brands, thanks to their strong financia l support, they have invested a

lot in advertisement to make their position more stable in the fierce competition. The

investment of advertisement campaigns indica tes more clearly the intensity of riva lry among

the exist ing competitors. This aspect is presented herea fter.

Since year 2006, data69 showed that the ad spending in the luxury brand was very high. The

spending amount of ads on the top 20 luxury brands in China in 2006 increased with a 32%

annual growth rate. CTR monitor ing data70 revea ls that in 2008, the trend of spending on

advertisements of luxury brand is growing rapid ly comparing with last year. The advertising

spending in the larger and mainly targeted luxury goods consumption cities such as Beijing,

Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen etc. have accounted for 49% of the total spending. At the

same time, the growth of ads spending is also shown significantly in the hinterland such as

Chengdu.

More detailed information revea l the competition in advertisement campaign battle for luxury

brands in China. According to Nigel Luk71, Catier ’s Managing Director in China, Catier has

spent about U.S. Dollar 9 million per year on advertising in the mainland of China to raise its

brand awareness as well as its recognition. Louis Vuitton put in its first TV advertisement in the

mainland of China since Mar., 2008 targeting with the larger cities such as Beijing and

Shanghai.

According to KPMG's report (KPMG China, 2008) , the intensity of competition can be seen

from the seeking of spaces for advertising, "whether in print med ia or external locations".

Although many brands still regard conventiona l advertising as the only way to achieve or

enhance their brand awareness, some has started to find "a lternative channels and more targeted

marketing".

69 http://www.ctrmi.com/hyxx/gsdt/2006costliness.pdf
70 http://www.ctrmi.com/list/200706/newsletter20080411.htm#奢侈
71 http://www.cnad.com/html/Article/2008/0725/20080725145805369_2.shtml

http://www.ctrmi.com/hyxx/gsdt/2006costliness.pdf
http://www.ctrmi.com/list/200706/newsletter20080411.htm#%E5%A5%A2%E4%BE%88
http://www.cnad.com/html/Article/2008/0725/20080725145805369_2.shtml
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When taking a view of the domestic luxury brands. It is sadly to say that lack of strong loca l

brands is a big barrier for the development of the domestic luxury industry. Comparing with the

foreign luxury brands, China's so-called luxury brands such as Shujing Fang (a brand of white

wine) were trying to create the high-end image while it seems not strong enough and fina lly

ends with purchased by an internationa l wine group. . It is understandable that build ing a luxury

brand needs time. At least by now, the main competitors and players in the luxury goods

industry in China are still the foreign brands.

BargainingBargainingBargainingBargaining powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof supplierssupplierssupplierssuppliers

Generally speaking, the suppliers of luxury goods have relatively lower bargaining power than

those mere goods suppliers as they have less consistency with the the market. After all the

luxury brands only spread their own names instead of the suppliers' brands worldwide.

As described in the previous part, the main players in Chinese luxury market are globa l brands.

The majority of China's luxury goods still depend on imports and the loca l luxury brands are

very limited. "Shanghai Tang" used to be seen as a potentia l Hong Kong luxury brand, while it

has been bought by Richmont group. At China's Luxury Goods Exhibition in July, 2008, loca l

luxury brands are quite few and most of them confined to tea, furniture, luxury villa. 72

But that does not mean the globa l luxury brands will miss the advantage of comparatively low

cost of materia l and labor.More and more globa l luxury brands have shifted their manufacturing

to China. In other words, more and more Chinese loca l companies became the suppliers for the

globa l luxury brands.

Burberry closed its South Wales plant in March, 2007 and shift its production line of polo shirts

to China despite there were a backlash against this decision even from Prince Charles. 73 While

unlike Burberry, most of the luxury brands keep secret of their "made in China" fact. Actually,

according to Hexun - one of the most popular financia l information website74, lots of world-

renowned high-end apparel brands have used the fabric materia l from a domestic company

72 http://info.china.alibaba.com/news/detail/v5000260-d1001567729.html
73 http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/tm_headline=doors-finally-close-on-burberry-in-
treorchy&method=full&objectid=18837890&siteid=50082-name_page.html
74 http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-13/108089547.html

http://info.china.alibaba.com/news/detail/v5000260-d1001567729.html
http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/tm_headline=doors-finally-close-on-burberry-in-treorchy&method=full&objectid=18837890&siteid=50082-name_page.html
http://www.walesonline.co.uk/news/wales-news/tm_headline=doors-finally-close-on-burberry-in-treorchy&method=full&objectid=18837890&siteid=50082-name_page.html
http://lux.hexun.com/2008-08-13/108089547.html
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called Ruyi in Shangdong province. It includes the popular luxury men apparel such as Armani,

Hugo Boss and Ermenegild Zegna.

The usua l way is through subcontract and OEM (Origina l Equipment Manufacture), shift its

manufacturing to China and then tag with its origina l label. The appendix D shows the luxury

brand which has its manufacturing in China. Most of the famous luxury brands are on the list.

Even Gucci, who cla imed that all production is in Italy, has more or less connect ion with "made-

in-China". But most of their manufactures are the Chinese factories located in Prato, a town

outside of Florence 75. Many other Italian luxury brands, including Prada and Versace, to a large

extent depend on the Plateau Chinese suppliers. Actually, according to the World Luxury Report

2007, until year 2009, up to 60% of the luxury brands will be made in China. 76

Sadly to say, as the foundry serving for the globa l luxury brands, China's loca l companies have

very low bargaining power. It is odd to say that the globa l luxury brands use the Chinese loca l

suppliers to product the luxury goods then sell them to Chinese with a foreign tag on. But that is

unfortunately the truth. This unbalanced phenomenon is partly because of the large amount of

the manufacturing companies. But mostly it is because that such subcontract and OEM are easily

replaced. Once the loca l supplier in China started to bargain, the big luxury brands can shift their

production line again to other Asian countries such as India and Thailand. China's loca l

companies has not yet formed a confrontation with the globa l luxury brands,

The bargaining power of suppliers may gradua lly change as many Chinese loca l companies have

noticed it and have been trying to build up their own brands. In fact, as indica ted in the appendix

D, the loca l supplier such as Sharmoon EZ is now a joint venture with Zegna. It can benefits

from the advanced manageria l exper ience as well as the huge distribution network. Ne Tiger is

also a successful example. It applied Chinese traditiona l cultural elements into the wedding

dress area and fina lly built up its own brand from a former OEM. But it is really a long-term

process and high investment is required.

BargainingBargainingBargainingBargaining powerpowerpowerpower ofofofof buyersbuyersbuyersbuyers

75 http://www.cwta.org.cn/vogue080902003.htm
76 http://biz. icxo.com/htmlnews/2007/03/30/1030051_1.htm

http://www.cwta.org.cn/vogue080902003.htm
http://biz.icxo.com/htmlnews/2007/03/30/1030051_1.htm
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It is no doubt that the Chinese luxury consumers have strong spending power which contributes

to the rapid development of the luxury market in China. Speaking to bargaining power of buyers,

it is another story. The bargaining power of buyers is different facing with the established brands

and the newcomer.

� Facing with the established brands

At the primary stage of the established brands, most of the luxury brands chose to enter China

through distributor. Since they are lack of the understanding of the new market, they need the

distributor to assist them to explore the market, establish distr ibution networks etc. Another

reason is the more restrict ions for foreign companies before China's entry into WTO. Luxury

brands may even need to please the distributor to gain a better performance of operation. At that

stage, the distributor as the main buyer who has more bargaining power than the end consumers.

Lots of luxury newcomers build up their own strong image and become the established luxury

brands through the help from distributors. Once they have turned to be the established brands

with strong brand equity, the barriers for them in the Chinese market are decreased. They have

more choice to indica te the distributor as they are welcomed by more and more dealers. The

intense competition weakens the bargaining power of the distributors.

In the meanwhile, after achieving high position in the market, the conflicts between the luxury

brand and the distributor may exist. For the luxury brand, they are willing to mainta in or improve

their position step by step while the distributor would more like to see benefits immed iately. The

growing requirement for controlling the brand image, operation and sales leads the established

luxury brands to choose opening their own specia lty stores. For example, in October 2005,

Montblanc ceased the contract with the distributors in more than 10 cities in China.77 Through

specia lty stores instead of distributors, the main buyers changed to the fina l consumer. The

bargaining powers of buyers are still low as the Chinese luxury consumers are not

knowledgeable enough about luxury brands. The fever to the established luxury brands will even

make them long for buying the brands.

� Facing with the newcomer

77 http://brand.icxo.com/htmlnews/2007/12/03/1221716_0.htm

http://brand.icxo.com/htmlnews/2007/12/03/1221716_0.htm
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If a newcomer wants to enter into this market, similar starting procedure may be conducted. It is

true that with the open policy and development of technology, the newcomer can be easier to

explore the market before landing. But unless they have very strong financia l background, most

of them will tend to ask for help from the distributor instead of opening specia lty stores by

themselves at the beginning. It is not only a concern of cost control but also a requirement of

joint marketing. But for the newcomer, it maybe hard for them to convenience the distributor to

buy their products. In this case, the bargaining power of buyers is comparatively high. It may

even cause amain barrier for the newcomer to entry into China market.
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IVIVIVIV SWOTSWOTSWOTSWOTAnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

Based on the macro- and micro environment analysis, the current situation in China's luxury

goods market can be summarized as follows:

StrengthsStrengthsStrengthsStrengths

� Abundant exper ience from the previous explorers

� More exper ienced suppliers

� (for loca l brands) advantage of deep understanding of the loca l culture

���� (for the foreign brands) advantage of good perception of brand image from country of

origin

WeaknessesWeaknessesWeaknessesWeaknesses

� Unbalanced development

� (for loca l brands) lack of brand equity

���� Incomplete retail environment and increasing med ia cost

OpportunitiesOpportunitiesOpportunitiesOpportunities

� Stable politica l environment in China

� Emerging economy and the increasing purchasing power and demands

� Growing outbound tourism and abroad shopping in accordance with WTO entry and sign

of ADS

���� Advantage from development of high technology especia lly the Internet

ThreatsThreatsThreatsThreats

� The adjustment of tax policy

� Threats from intense competition and newcomer

� Threat from the counterfeit
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VVVVConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumer AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

Generally speaking, doing business is an interact ion process between the company and the

consumer. Based on the previous analysis of external environment, looking into the consumer

becomes a must. The luxury company shall not only be known by the consumer in order to

enhance the brand awareness, they shall strive to know the consumer before any making or

implementation of their strategies . “The successful market ing of merchandise – be it fashion or

otherwise – is accomplished by satisfying the wants and needs of the customer."(McDowell,

2004) Therefore, analysis of the character ist ics of the Chinese consumer is essentia l for a luxury

goods marketer in order to develop or mainta in its market position in China.

In this part, both results from other researches and a small-scale quest ionnaire will be compared

in order to view the Chinese consumer from a more overa ll view.

1.1.1.1. GeographicGeographicGeographicGeographic featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures - Chinese regiona l markets differ significantly

As the third largest country in the world , China has many different cities which are in turn

classified for administrative reason by the government into "Zhi Xia Shi"(municipalities),

"Sheng Hui"(Provincia l Capital) and the 2nd tier cities etc (Paperworld China, 2007). In the

fourth round table meeting78 on Chinese brands host by the Economist in September, 2007, the

managers from different world-known luxury brands have addressed the importance of viewing

the complexity of regiona l differences. It has been suggested that "China should not be seen as a

single market".

According to the “Consumer Power Index in China”79, combining with other elements such as

the highest density of population and economic development, we note the importance of the

regions of BeijingBeijingBeijingBeijing, ShanghaiShanghaiShanghaiShanghai, Guangzhou/ShenzhenGuangzhou/ShenzhenGuangzhou/ShenzhenGuangzhou/Shenzhen and HongHongHongHong KongKongKongKong is always a focus out of

the mainland of China. The importance of otherotherotherother secondsecondsecondsecond tiertiertiertier citiescitiescitiescities is also addressed because of

the previously mentioned expansion of luxury brands.

78 http://219.232.228.152/infopulse/InfoPulse%20Oct%202007/page1_cn.htm
79 http://www.huaxiamanage.com/Softs/consult/study/Index.html

http://219.232.228.152/infopulse/InfoPulse%20Oct%202007/page1_cn.htm
http://www.huaxiamanage.com/Softs/consult/study/Index.html
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� Beijing

As capital of China, Beijing (Peking) is one of the largest cities. People from Beijing are

"stereotypica lly held to be open, confident, concerned with politics or other 'grand' matters"80 .

High concentration of officia ls, administrators, and bureaucrats other notables in Beijing have

made a mark on Beijing.

Both as the cultural center of China, and being the seat of politica l power, Beijing citizens are

genera lly more conservative and pro tradition than people in Shanghai or Guangzhou. This

influences their motivations for luxury consumption, making culture, history, and art hot

buttons for Beijing citizens. People in Beijing like socia lization, such as chatting with friends

and exchanging information. So word of mouth and group identifica tion is important when

decid ing on luxury consumption. In short, expressing cultural knowledge and taste is important

in acquiring status in Beijing. As a front centre of various information, the consumer in Beijing

may get more chances to have advanced knowledge of luxury brands. The consumers from

Beijing pay more attention to status and persona l recognition. While comparing with consumers

in Shanghai and Guangzhou, research (Dickson et al, 2004) showed that the consumer in

Beijing less favored foreign brands. While man shall never ignore the Olympics fever. With its

successful host in Beijing, there will be an increasing attention to more luxury brands

accompanying with the advertising in the Games.

� Shanghai

Shanghai is the financia l and trade center of China. Shanghai and Hong Kong have been

regarded as the economic center of China.81 Pudong, one of Shanghai's "prosperous financia l

districts", has even been seen as a "mini-Manhattan"82 . With the addition to be seen a strong

manufacturing base and technology, Shanghai plays a significant role linking between the

Chinese mainland and the central government at the same time,

The people from Shanghai are described as comparatively risk averse, with a strong urge to

take care of themselves. Especia lly for the Shanghai women, they are well-known for their self-

80 http://www.indopedia.org/Beijing,_China.html
81 http://paulgu.com/wiki/Shanghai
82 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tom-doctoroff/brands-in-china-incremen_b_76173.html

http://www.indopedia.org/Beijing,_China.html
http://paulgu.com/wiki/Shanghai
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/tom-doctoroff/brands-in-china-incremen_b_76173.html
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conscious.

They are economica lly practica l, conducting rationa l cost and benefit calculations before

buying, making a “wait and see” attitude more widespread than in Beijing and Guangzhou.

Value for money, shopping opportunities, and after-sales service seem quite important factors

when making their buying decision . Television, newspaper, and magazine commercia ls enjoy

higher prestige in Shanghai than in Beijing and are considered primary sources of brand

information.

On the other hand, Shanghai citizens tend to chasing fashion and exper iencing internationa l

atmosphere. They prefer to be focused or dist inguished from group. Comparing with the

consumer in Beijing, Shanghai consumers are "more interested in looking fashionable to others,

paying attention to fashion trends and trying fashionable products". They are of course more

concerned about "style" and "brand".(Dickson et al, 2004). So even though Shanghai citizens

are comparatively reluctant consumers, spending on luxury brands are still growing much faster

than spending on other regular commod ities.

� Guangzhou & Shenzhen

Guangzhou and Shenzhen are both located in the South-Eastern Pearl River Delta, close to

Hong Kong and Macao, and the cities have since ancient times been centers of marine traffic

and immigration from abroad. As prosperous trading cities, and among the top five wealthiest

and fastest growing, Guangzhou and Shenzhen enjoy the positions as internationa l trade and

technology centers of China. Internationa liza tion and globa lization are particularly influential,

making the inhabitants more liberal and cosmopo litan than the more conservative Beijing. New

exper iences, enterta inment, good food, and nightlife are particularly valued, as is European and

especia lly American popular culture. They are searching for a casua l while specific style.

Compared to Beijing and Shanghai citizens, people from Guangzhou are more cosmopolitan

and show a stronger urge to accept the eastern style. While also due to this reason, there are

over "36 percent of Guangzhou consumers reported favor ing foreign brands"(Dickson et al,

2004)

Comparing with the consumer s from the northern China, people from Guangzhou and
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Shenzhen focus more on practica l funct ion than the pure prestige. A survey83 from Deloitte

indica te that most of the consumer in Guangzhou and Shenzhen are highly educated which also

requires the demand on the spiritual needs to be met.

This survey also mentioned that apparel, watches and perfume, cosmetics / skin care products,

leather goods are the mainly popular luxury category for the consumer in Guangzhou and

Shenzhen. It is true that lots of people tend to buy the cosmetics in Hong Kong because of the

advantage of location. Data84 indica ted that about 70% of luxury consumers tend to buy

luxury goods in Hong Kong, Macao, about 50% or more of a luxury consumption to the

outflow of Hong Kong and elsewhere. But as indica ted by an executive staff from Bvlgari

group in Guangzhou85, first of all, for the consumer with real strong spending power, they will

not be too sensitive to the price differences. On the contrary, they would consider more about

the convenience of service. This makes them find Guangzhou and Shenzhen are also very

attract ive when doing shopping.

� Hong Kong

Being called as "Asia's fashion capital", Hong Kong is increasing the place for all the

internationa l luxury brands to launch their flagship stores. With its advantage of duty free

policy and convenient location link to the mainland of China, Hong Kong is considered as a

"luxury brands' window"86 to mainland of China Paul Husband, author of new book The Cult

of the Luxury Brand, says the "sheer number of visitors to Hong Kong" - mostly coming from

the Chinese mainland - makes Hong Kong the idea l showcase for brands.

Origina lly from Guangdong province, with the history being a colony of Britain, people from

Hong Kong have been influenced by a combination from both eastern and western culture.

They speak the same language - Cantonese as the loca l people do in Guangzhou and Shenzhen.

The similar part of culture makes them having the same feature of concerning practica l funct ion

of goods as people from Guangzhou and Shenzhen. Research87 showed that Hong Kong people

83 http://content.chinasspp.com/News/Detail/2008-8-21/64929-2.htm
84 http://lux.hexun.com/2008-03-24/104712231_2.html
85 http://www.southcn.com/news/gdnews/nanyuetuijian/200608290547.htm
86 http://www.51luxury.net/viewthread.php?tid=4231&extra=page%3D2
87 http://q.yesky.com/group/review-15254210.html

http://content.chinasspp.com/News/Detail/2008-8-21/64929-2.htm
http://lux.hexun.com/2008-03-24/104712231_2.html
http://www.southcn.com/news/gdnews/nanyuetuijian/200608290547.htm
http://www.51luxury.net/viewthread.php?tid=4231&extra=page%3D2
http://q.yesky.com/group/review-15254210.html
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are more pragmatic than people from the mainland while less concerned about face ("Mianzi"

in Chinese, will be analyzed in future paragraph) when buying luxury goods. At the edge of

front line alongside with other fashion capitals like London and Paris, people from Hong Kong

have more chance to gain the knowledge of luxury brands, which makes them highly rank the

importance of the culture and represented meaning but not only the brands themselves. It is

believed that Hong Kong people more inclined to individualism than people from the mainland

of China.

� Second-tier Cities

Mark Larson, KPMG's Global Head of Retail said88, "Interest ingly, the appetite for luxury

brands is not restricted to the more established cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and

Guangzhou.". Competition analysis in previous part has shown that internationa l luxury brands

are expanding their business not only in the above-mentioned big cities. The luxury brand

marketers have already rushed their steps in the second-tier cities.

Unlike the consumer in the large cities (tier one), people from second-tier cities mostly have

their preference to specific product category. The consumers in Hangzhou prefer to spend

money on apparel, jewelry, watch and villas. The consumer from Northeast and North China

like Harbin prefer to purchase luxury watches. While people from Dalian and Qingdao prefer to

buy luxury car. Chengdu is always a preferable market for luxury car companies as well with

its third largest amount of private car after Beijing and Guangzhou as people there are well-

known for a comparatively casua l and free lifestyle

Anyway, the difference of values in different area in China is still very significant. Northeast

China has a unique culture and values, and some may only be feasible there while may not

working at all when coming to the South. According to the study by professor Lu Taihong89, In

Northeast and Northwest regions, it is relatively prominent with the "Consumer- loya lty"

character ist ics. While in Southern China, "pragmatic-consumer" or conservative spending

features are more obvious. Correspond ing to different parts of different values, genera l

88 http://www.hktrader.net/200701/lead/lead-LuxuryBrands200701.htm
89 http://www.globrand.com/2006/14699.shtml

http://www.hktrader.net/200701/lead/lead-LuxuryBrands200701.htm
http://www.globrand.com/2006/14699.shtml
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speaking, Northeast consumers like the most expensive items with a clear and trademark goods,

Southerners tend to buy subtle and elegant design with a slightly lower price.

2.2.2.2. DemographicDemographicDemographicDemographic featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures

The importance of men has been addressed quite often in China market as it used to be a men-

dominated feuda l country. The lead ing group are "high-ranking government officia ls, as well as

those at senior positions in state-owned enterprises"(Chadha and Husband, 2006). Businessmen

are of course the next. As they are not carrying politica l roles, this segment is more concerned

of persona l taste. While besides of the men market, the following two features can never be

ignored.

2.1 Chinese luxury goods consumers are relatively quite young

The First Annual Luxury Brands Forum90 held in April 2008 has reported that China's luxury

goods consumers are genera lly younger than foreign consumers. It indica ted that in China, the

luxury consumers who are over the age of 40 accounts for less than 30% of the entire group.

China's luxury goods consumers are in the age of 20-40 years old while the foreign customers

are in the age of 40-60 years old.

It has been mentioned previously in the consumer barga ining power part that the growth of

demands for luxury goods from the rich young people are higher than the rich elder ly people in

China. Research shows that the younger generation in China show less caution which is unlike

as their parents and grandparents usua lly do. The China's younger generations are more

inclined to spend than to save (KPMG Report, 2008). And thanks to the progress of Internet

and other med ia, the younger generations can gain more knowledge and exper ience which lead

them to "become more in sync with globa l trends"91.

And viewing from the purchasing power, with the result of China's One-child Policy, there are

more and more so called "Little Emperors" who "have access to greater purchasing

powers......more than previous generations"92.

90 http://content.chinasspp.com/News/detail/2008-5-27/62018-2.htm
91 http://www.hkicpa.org.hk/APLUS/0710/p24_29.pdf
92 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Emperor_Syndrome

http://content.chinasspp.com/News/detail/2008-5-27/62018-2.htm
http://www.hkicpa.org.hk/APLUS/0710/p24_29.pdf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Emperor_Syndrome
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This phenomenon shows that there are some hidden risks on consumption of luxury goods in

China's luxury market. Because viewing from the accumula tion process of wealth, the wealth of

the older age group can represent the country real wealth with an adequa te and stable demand

for luxury goods. The consumers who are under 40 years old are still in a state of instability,

whether viewing from the family life or career path. Their luxury consumption maybe carried

out as a kind of advanced consumption which is immature and instable. In addition, this feature

also influenced the choice of products. That partly expla ins why in China, most of luxury goods

consumption are centralized into the persona l needs such as apparel and watch etc. It is quite

different from that in western countries, the consumer are mainly dominated by elder ly group

who pursue luxury services and lifestyle more. 93

2.2 The role of Chinese women in luxury goods consumption is growing rapidly

"Today, women are being given greater responsibilities and freedom. As their exper iences and

roles become more diverse, their fashion tastes, needs, expend itures, and purchasing power

change accordingly."(Mueller and Smiley, 1995) In China, with the growing economic

independence of working women, the old patriarcha l attitudes have been changed slightly.While

in this process, the role of women in luxury goods consumption is growing rapid ly.

The growth is shown both from the amount of women with willing to buy luxury goods and the

ability of making buying decision and luxury consumption. A survey94 conducted by Ernst &

Young in year 2007 pointed out that 65% of the female consumers spend 60% or more of their

monthly salary for consumption. The survey indica ted that by now 45% of luxury goods sales

dedicated by women in China. The most developed segment is female entrepreneurs and a

growing number of spunky office lad ies who are doing great in their different business area.

Their motive for buying luxury goods is to "ga in socia l recognition for their financia l success" as

well as "to reward themselves". (Radha and Husband, 2006)

Furthermore, the survey showed that Chinese women have important role in decision-making

process of luxury consumption in their families as well. In the purchase of large goods, such as

houses, cars or more of a luxury, 23% of married Chinese women in the survey can make an

93 http://info.feno.cn/2007/110104/c000111780.shtml
94 http://www.ey.com.au/Global/Assets.nsf/China_S/RCP_Report(Aug07)_chi/$file/EY_RCP_%20Report_Chi_Final.pdf

http://opac.cbs.dk/pls/bookit/pkg_www_search.ccl_search?in_memory_list_table=dummy&in_action=1&in_ccl_query_encoded=%2522Chadha%252C%2520Radha%2522%252FFO&in_query_type=1&in_format=1&in_no_of_hits=0&in_hit_no=0&in_hitlist_start_no=0&in_literature_list_url
http://info.feno.cn/2007/110104/c000111780.shtml
http://www.ey.com.au/Global/Assets.nsf/China_S/RCP_Report(Aug07)_chi/$file/EY_RCP_%20Report_Chi_Final.pdf
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independent buying decision. The rest of the women will discuss with their husbands after the

decision, but their persona l opinions remains a significant impact on the fina l decision.

According to another survey95 conducted by consulting firm Capgemini and Merrill Lynch, over

the past five years in China, with the rapid growth of economy, there is a new rich group of more

than 345,000 people with a net worth of persona l assets of more than one million U.S. dollars.

And one-third of them are women. It is estimated that by year 2015, the total purchasing power

of Chinese single young women will be increased from US$ 180 billion to US$ 260 billion. 96

3.3.3.3. FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures ledledledled bybybyby twotwotwotwo keykeykeykey socialsocialsocialsocial factorsfactorsfactorsfactors ---- "Mianzi""Mianzi""Mianzi""Mianzi" &&&& "Guanxi""Guanxi""Guanxi""Guanxi"

As noted in the part of PEST analysis, socia l factors have significant influence on luxury goods

consumption in China. Additiona lly, because of the symbolizing character ist ic of luxury goods,

most consumers believe that the purchase and possession of luxury goods can show their status

in community. Iconic status even becomes the top needs in the hierarchy pyramid. Research

shows that up 64% of the Chinese luxury regard luxury goods as representatives of the success,

only 1% will relate luxury goods to superficia l97

Report from Goldman Sachs revea led, in the mainland of China, 13 % of total population

(approx. 170 million) had exper ience of consuming luxury brand.98 Research from TNS

indica tes that in China99, symbol of status and self-reward are two strongest motive for luxury

goods consumption. More than 70% of the respondents believed that the luxury brands is a way

to represent their status and success, more than 60% of the respondents admitted that they

consider the consumption of luxury goods as a self-reward. TNS's research shows that more and

more people tend to think that ”I am important and deserve it"100 when buying luxury goods.

The effects on such consumer behaviors from the two cultural elements that have been

addressed need to be elaborated in details in order to discover the root of such phenomenon.

3.1 Effect of Face (Mianzi)

95 http://style.sina.com.cn/fashion/costume/2008-06-11/102814651.shtml
96 http://finance.sina.com.cn/china/dfjj/20070907/10373956757.shtml
97 http://www.gloluxury.com/share/share_view.aspx?ViewID=49
98 http://www.913.cn/shownews.asp?id=6684
99 http://www.tns-global.com.cn/China/news20080121_1.asp
100 http://www.tns-global.com.cn/Asian%20Consumer%20Trends.Ashok%20Sethi.pdf

http://style.sina.com.cn/fashion/costume/2008-06-11/102814651.shtml
http://finance.sina.com.cn/china/dfjj/20070907/10373956757.shtml
http://www.gloluxury.com/share/share_view.aspx?ViewID=49
http://www.913.cn/shownews.asp?id=6684
http://www.tns-global.com.cn/China/news20080121_1.asp
http://www.tns-global.com.cn/Asian%20Consumer%20Trends.Ashok%20Sethi.pdf
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People in China have strong interest in keeping their face as it is seemed as a major source of

intrinsic satisfaction with "ind ividual public image"101 . Mianzi represents socia l perceptions of a

person's prestige. It is kind of symbol of persona l identity, dignity, glory and even self-esteem.

Plus in the tradition of Confucian, it is not only for one's own glory to be successful or at least

looks like successful; it is for the greater glory of the entire family. Research shows that face has

great effect on Chinese. And the key effect is that face influences Chinese consumer behavior 102.

3.2 Effects of Guanxi

Understanding guanxi system and establish and mainta in a good guanxi net work are very import

for doing business in China. While focusing on persona l aspect, guanximeans that a people need

to consider how the others in the same network identify him/her. They prefer to conclude

themselves to a kind of group. Chinese feel safer when they are concluded into one group

instead of solely alone. Guan-xi driven paradigm leads to the tendency of group identifica tion.

Thus Chinese consumer pay more attention to the relationship between themselves and their

relied groups. As most of Chinese consumer regard the consumption of luxury goods is a

common behavior of the rich, they want to through this kind of consumption to achieve the

identifica tion of the similar group.

The pursuit of keeping face may lead the consumer to purchase to show off beyond their actual

needs or values as mentioned previously. Politica l situation decides that there is a strict hierarchy

in China. Through buying luxury brands, they can gain a feeling that they have a higher rank or

taste. "The mainlanders ’ desires for status ...... produce almost frantic levels of spending"103

With the effects of guanxi system especia lly face, it leads to an interest ing fact that the Chinese

consumer concern the reaction of other people related to the same guanxi network when making

a buying decision. 104 ’You are what you wear – you wear what you are’ may be an appropriate

verba lization of this concept” for Chinese consumers. Although "a concern for causes and group

identifica tion” has been replaced with "ind ividualism as a prior ity" in U.S., it is not yet in China.

(Mueller and Smiley, 1995) as Chinese consumers are still chasing for a group identifica tion,

101 http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/viewContentItem.do?contentType=Article&hdAction=lnkhtml&contentId=1614156
102 VernerWorm: Slides for U67 Strategies for AsiaPacific, p20
103 http://www.hkicpa.org.hk/APLUS/0710/p24_29.pdf
104 http://www.ecm.com.cn/NewsView.asp?id=85

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prestige_(sociology)
http://www.emeraldinsight.com/Insight/viewContentItem.do?contentType=Article&hdAction=lnkhtml&contentId=1614156
http://www.hkicpa.org.hk/APLUS/0710/p24_29.pdf
http://www.ecm.com.cn/NewsView.asp?id=85
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which roots in the history.

The concepts of face and guanxi system decide that when the Chinese consumers buy luxury

goods, they are more concerned about the socia l and external demand, rather than the needs of

the inner self. They tend to subord inate themselves to a particular level of socia l groups and

other groups of people dist inguished from each other. It is very important for their socia l groups

to admit that they are the same people through their acts of reflect ion and evaluation. Guanxi

system also has effects on gift-giving behavior . Visible brands are part of a new socia l tool to

identify your group belonging.

Guanxi including face, as "the single biggest factor for spurring the growth of the luxury market

in China" (Chadha and Husband,, 2006), gives Chinese consumers the feature of highly status-

concern and brand consciousness in luxury goods consumption.

4.4.4.4. OtherOtherOtherOther featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures concludedconcludedconcludedconcluded fromfromfromfrom consumerconsumerconsumerconsumer classificationclassificationclassificationclassification

China Association of Branding Strategy105 and KPMG (KPMG China, 2008) both conducted

researches to divide Chinese luxury goods consumers into different groups according to the

income and profession etc. and described the main character ist ics for each group.

China Association of Branding Strategy assort the Chinese luxury goods consumer to four

segments: the Establishment (including the traditiona l milliona ire family and the magnate), the

Midd le-class (including senior managers and high-level employees in the foreign or joint-

venture companies; senior managers in large state-owned enterprises and collect ive enterprises

and government leaders), the Socia l celebr ity and stars, and the Youth (especia lly the 80s

generation).

KPMG gives more specific classification with a deeper insight of the Chinese luxury goods

consumers. According to KPMG, there are four main segments. the Traditiona l business elite

(TBE), the New luxury shopper (NLS), the Empowered women (EW) and the Little emperors

(LE). It can actually be combined into the below graph (the percentage is qualified estimate

only).

105 http://www.luxurychina.org/pdf9.pdf

http://www.luxurychina.org/pdf9.pdf
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(Figure 6: Structure of Chinese luxury consumer groups)

4.1 Classification of the consumer groups

4.1.1 The establishment group

On the top of the pyramid, the establishment group is dominated by men of more than 35 years

old. Most of them are married and have achieved their career/business peak. For the traditiona l

milliona ire family and the magnate as well as the traditiona l business elite, comparing with other

luxury goods consumer, they have more advanced exper ience as they have had through their

beginning period for luxury goods consumption. Now they may probably have turned to some

niche products.

They have built up their own taste with preferred brands. They are usua lly very busy and under

pressure. However, as long as there is time and they are willing to stay with their families.

Comparing to other groups, their luxury goods expense may more related to their family needs.

4.1.2 The middle-class group (New luxury shopper and empowered women)

The Establishment
incl. TBS

TheYouth / Little emperor

The middle-class

NLS EW
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The midd le-class group has become the main consumer group in size in China as mentioned in

the background part. The burgeoning Chinese midd le class signifies "a large and still growing

market ......with enough disposable income to make discret iona ry purchases"106 .

This group is with more balanced gender and relatively young.

Viewing into the New luxury shopper, according to TNS's report, 36% of them are under 29

years of age while 42% of them have an annual income of more than RMB 200,000. Most of

them are still single. As they are still in their initia l stage of success, they are quite positive with

life. This indica tes that they tend to spend more money than to save. Credit consumption may

mostly appear in this group. On the one hand, they need to buy luxury goods to enhance their

identity in socia l groups. On the other hand, they are more active for something new to express

their dist inct taste.

While with the increasing importance of role of women in Chinese society, Empowered women

became a main luxury goods consumer group accordingly. There is an overlap between

Empowered women and New luxury shopper as the top of the empowered women are actually

moving to the New luxury shopper group after years of accelera tion. Similarity, other groups are

able to convert to another when conditions available. That is why in the estimated model,

broken-lines are applied. Empowered women are classified with an annual income of RMB

40,000 to RMB 100,000. They are also very young with average age under 29 years old. As

modern women, they are eager to be regarded as a lady with good taste of fashion.

4.1.3 The youth group/little emperors

The consuming power of the Youth especia lly the Little emperors actually rely on their parents

and even the grand parents in their families. With the influence of "one-child-policy” on their

childhood or early teen ages, this generation are used to be treated as the focus of the entire

family. They are "the most brand conscious and image driven" group comparing with the above-

mentioned ones according to the find ings from KPMG. This young group is being empowered

with the updated technology which makes them have easy access to the world fashion trend.

106 http://www.wikinvest.com/concept/Rise_of_China's_Middle_Class

http://www.wikinvest.com/concept/Rise_of_China's_Middle_Class
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They are "very curious about everything that is new and open to fresh influences in their lives"

(Chadha and Husband,, 2006)

4.2 Common features of the three groups

After comparing the results both from China Association Branding Strategy and KPMG, the

following common features can be concluded:

� They like the brands with history and heritages

For the Establishments, with years of exper ience of luxury brand consumption, they are more

sophist icated than the other three groups. They know what the suitable styles are for themselves.

They will avoid showing off with the exaggerated logo or odd design. What they need is a

implicit way to express and identify them out of the popular. The brands with history make them

feeling valued of money as well as telling the surroundings that they have a good taste.

As to the Midd le-class, they are familiar with the fashion trend, while in the meanwhile, the

brands with history can indica te that they are knowledgeable beyond the luxury brands.

Especia lly for the Empowered women, they are easier to be touched by the stories behind the

brands. For these three groups, brand history also means a guarantee of quality and reputation.

But concerning to the Youth group, there may be no direct connect ion with like to history when

they choose a brand. While since they are strongly brand conscious, they tend to choose the

brands with high awareness and recognition. To some degree, the brands with long history

normally are well-recognized . As long as the right brand associa tion is being built between the

brands and the group, they will be attracted.

� Country of origin is a key factor effecting their purchase decision

With the influence of collect ivist culture in China, the Chinese consumers are more likely to rely

on external information when choosing a product or brand. Thus the Chinese luxury goods
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consumer are more likely have a preference on specific nationa l or internationa l brands to

private labels. This makes the image of the country where the product was made become a key

factor for the four groups in their decision-making process.

Rick Yan (1994) suggested the marketer aware the perception of country of origin by Chinese

consumers since there is a risk that "consumers may end up rejecting a western product that is

made in China". Khachaturian and Morganosky (2007) pointed out that there is a relationship

between quality perceptions and the country of origin. People may rank the product class

through a particular country.

Chinese people used to judge a brand through its production of origin. The young generation

may still remember that in 1980s, their parents may be very excited for getting a watch made in

Shanghai when there were strict limitations for imported products. After China's opening policy,

it is common that Chinese consumer prefer the watch made in Switzer land, the apparel made in

France especia lly in Paris, the shoes made in Italy and the cars produced in Germany etc.

Khachaturian and Morganosky (2007) revea led that in China, "people have come to assume that

a product made overseas is of better quality". Favorable identifica tion are received for those

brands imported from those developed countries.

It is also mentioned that "older consumers seem to care about country of origin more than do

younger consumers", it is most likely that the Establishment are more aware of the country of

origin than do the other three groups.

� They shop when travelling abroad

With the development of out-bounding tourism in China, more and more Chinese are travelling

abroad. Survey 107 indica ted that as a "habit" and "leisure activity" for Chinese, shopping is

regarded as an exper ience. And 60% of people who took the survey are explor ing top brands

stores and 69% of them will buy if they can afford it. Chinese luxury goods shopper tend to buy

the luxury goods when they travel abroad which is highly related to the tariff policy on imported

luxury goods in China market. A research108 from J. P. Morgan showed that at present, in the

107 http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2008/06/20/china-goes-power-shopping.aspx
108 http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2006-01/12/content_4043424.htm

http://www.fool.com/investing/general/2008/06/20/china-goes-power-shopping.aspx
http://news.xinhuanet.com/politics/2006-01/12/content_4043424.htm
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world's top consumer brands sales, Chinese people has occupied 5%, and 3% of them are

achieved by China's out-bounding tourists.

Although all the groups like shopping at travelling, there are differences between the preference

of shopping location.

The Establishments are quite busy normally. But they have regular leisure holidays to enjoy life.

Comparing with other groups, they may prefer to enjoy the quiet and peace of nature. So their

shopping areas during travelling are most likely at the shopping centre in the resort or through

help from persona l shopper provided by the hotel. The Midd le-class groups are usua lly busy on

business trip, which give them chance to travel to lots of destinations while with limited time.

Their shopping locations during travelling are mostly the district area of city full of shopping

mall and large stores. Besides of this, the Empower women may find the airports more

interest ing with zero tariffs. The Youth may not travel alone, but lots of Little emperor get

chance to study or live abroad. They make power shopping at loca l stores and airport each time

when they are on the way getting back to China.

� They are highly influenced by at least one type of media

The rapid development of technology which was analyzed in PEST part brings more and more

access for the Chinese luxury goods consumer to know the brands.

The Establishments watch TV in their spare time to mainly focusing on financia l, economy and

sports programs. They also like reading newspapers for getting updated information. They listen

to the radio quite often, ma inly in their car. This group may not be so dependent on the Internet.

But they still use it for searching all kinds of information. The housewives who belong to the

family in this group, as an exception, they are more dependent on the mouth-to-mouth

advertisement. The Midd le-class like reading newspapers and magazines. In addition to TV, they

are basica lly severe users to all other kinds of med ia such as Internet, movies etc. But the

Empower women may watch TV more often than the New Luxury Shopper as they are high on

the TV series from U.S. and Europe. The Direct Mail and fashion magazine are very attract ive

for the Empower women. The Youth/Little Emperor are severe user of the Internet. They surf on
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the web, chat and play games on-line. Magazine with contents of new games or trial sample of

cosmetics are what they may be interested.

5.5.5.5. ResultsResultsResultsResults fromfromfromfrom randomrandomrandomrandom questionnairequestionnairequestionnairequestionnaire

In order to understand the Chinese luxury consumer in a more practica l way with updated

information, a sampling survey has been conducted by random quest ionnaire (Append ix E).

There is no target audience for interviewing; all the data are collected through on-line

quest ionnaire. To some degree, the random method expands the credibility of the result. After

analyzing the 102 samples, most of the above-mentioned character ist ics have been supported.

There are also some new features to be addressed.

There are approxima tely 54 % (reserve integer only) of the respondents agreed that they are

definitely willing to buy luxury goods. 35% of them said that they have the possibility to buy

luxury goods. It indica tes that 89% of the respondents have interests in buying luxury goods. As

a random chosen sampling survey, such a high percentage proves that the eager for luxury goods

consumption is really high in China.

� I am willing to buy luxury goods and I can afford it.

(Figure 7: Questionnaire result from quest ion 1)

Possible

Definitely

Probably
Not

No
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The gender of the respondents is quite even. The result supports the feature of younger

consumer.

Around 55% are men and 45% are women. This supports the point of view that the role of

women is getting more and more important in luxury goods consumption. As to the age, the

majority of the respondents are between 25-35 years old which accounts for about 81% of total

number. As analyzed before, most of the luxury goods consumers in China are under 40 years

old and among them, 25-35 years old people are most likely the age for midd le-class in China.

Furthermore, as the quest ionnaires are posted on-line, because of their features of depending on

the Internet, people at this range of age may have more chances to be reached.

� Age and gender

(Figure 8& 9: Questionnaire result from quest ion 10 & 9)
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When asked about the motivation of buying luxury goods, 40% of the respondents admitted that

luxury goods are that symbol of status is an important reason. 52% of them would like to buy

luxury goods because they regard it as self-reward. The result suppor t the conclusion from TNS

as stated in previous paragraph: symbol of status and self-reward are the two main reasons of

luxury goods consumption in China. A motive to be addressed is that more and more consumer

concern about the history behind the luxury brands. There are 52% of the respondents consider

this as an important motive. It strongly supports the feature of likeness of history of Chinese

luxury consumer.

An interest ing result is that almost all of the respondents with the age of 20-24 years old

preferred to buy luxury goods that can show their specific persona l taste differ them from others.

It indica tes that the young people of this age range are strongly concern about the persona lity.

� The main motive for buying luxury goods (multiple-choice)

(Figure 10: Questionnaire result from quest ion 2)

Regarding the key factors in the process of decision-making of luxury goods consumption,

brand (76%) and persona l reference (79%) become the two strongest factors for the consumer to

choose the specific luxury goods. It suggests that the Chinese consumer s are strongly brand-

conscious. While it is surprised that the role of spokesman is not that significant as previous

research addressed. Only 12% of the respondents regard the recommendation from spokesman

as an important factor. Plus after reading through the various quest ionnaire s, most of them are

between 20-24 years old. This indica tes that through solely advertisement of one specific star is

not working that well to attract the Chinese luxury goods consumers who are getting more and

Express personality 19.05%

Symbol of status 40.48%

Self-reward 52.38%

History of the brand 52.38%

〖Others〗 4.76%
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more capable of dist inguishing between a simple ad line and the real brand equity.

Besides of this, persona l reference has a significant role when the consumers decide to buy

specific luxury goods. It may indica te that more and more luxury goods consumers in China

especia lly with the age under 35 years old are influenced by the western individualism. Knowing

the consumers' actual needs and find out the specific preference of each segment group becomes

a must. Furthermore, quality is also a main factor that decides the consumer decision-making.

With the percentage of 57%, quality has been listed as the third key factors that decided the

consumers' choice. Certainly, price still accounts for a quite considerable part for the luxury

goods consumption (40%). recommendation

� What are the key factors when you decide to choose one luxury goods?

(Figure 11: Questionnaire result from quest ion 3)

As the luxury goods consumers are quite concerned about quality of the product, how to define

the quality comes to be a quest ion. Although there are various elements related, the confidence

of well-known brand with good reputation is extremely strong. Up to 92% of the respondents

agree it is sure or possible that "well-known brand with good reputation normally ensures a high

Brand 76.19%

Price 40.48%

Quality 57.14%

Fashion trend 16.67%

Personal preference 78.57%

Spokesman 11.90%

Recommendation from

friends

7.14%

Sales activity 33.33%

〖Others〗 2.38%
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quality". This indica tes again that the Chinese luxury consumers are very brand-conscious. In

the meanwhile, it shows the importance of build ing up and mainta ins the brand equity.

� Do you agree that "well-known brands with good reputation normally ensure the quality"?

(Figure 12: Questionnaire result from quest ion 4)

As it mentioned in the PEST analysis part, the rapid development of high technology has

resulted in the emergence of more and more med ia. In previous paragraph, it is concluded that

one of the common feature of the Chinese luxury goods consumer groups is that they depend on

at least one med ia to gain information of luxury goods. Below result supported that the Internet

(64%), newspaper/magazine (62%) and TV (45%) are playing significant role in the

communication process.

Viewing the result according to various age group (which can be summarized from the detailed

quest ionnaire answers one by one)., people more than 35 years old tend to more rely on TV

comparing with groups at other age, which is in accordance with the feature of the Established

group who are also at the similar age range.

Specia lty stores is a physica l place for the luxury goods consumer to gain the brand and product

information with a visua lized way,. Combing with the shopping habit of Chinese luxury goods

consumer, it easily expla ined that approxima tely 60% of respondents take the exclusive stores as

the main channel to know more about the luxury brands.
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� Through below which channel(s) do you get information of the luxury goods?

(multiple choice)

(Figure 13: Questionnaire result from quest ion 5)

As described previously, most of the luxury goods consumers in China prefer to buy luxury

goods when they are travelling abroad. Chinese luxury goods consumer attach great importance

to the country of origin. There have been supported by the following result. 33% of the

respondents are surely willing to pay a premium to buy the luxury goods made in U.S. or

European countries instead of the domestic brand or even the same brand which are produced in

China. 40% of the respondents are hold ing the possibility for this tendency. Only less than 26%

seem to feel more confident of the "made-in-China".

Among these respondent who are interested in domestic brand, when being asked if they tend to

buy domestic brands with a traditiona l Chinese feature, more than 80% of them agreed. It seems

playing a histor ica l card is also very effective for the domestic luxury brands in China.

� Are you willing to pay a premium to buy the luxury goods made in U.S. or European

countries instead of buying the domestic brand or even the same brand made in China with

even a lower price?
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(Figure 14: Questionnaire result from quest ion 6)

Result from quest ionnaire also tested the attitude for the second-line brands of the top luxury

brands. In total there are more than 71% of the respondents are possible to choose the second-

line brands as a replacement when they were not able to afford the correspond ing primary brand.

� Will you buy the second-line brands as a replacement when you cannot afford the top

brands?

(Figure 15: Questionnaire result from quest ion 8)
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VIVIVIVI MarketingMarketingMarketingMarketing StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy SuggestionsSuggestionsSuggestionsSuggestions

The external environment has strong effects on the luxury goods industry with its variation in the

politica l, economic, socia l and technologica l perspective. The consequence of these variations

shapes the entire market. After gaining the overview of the current situation of luxury goods

market in China especia lly the Chinese luxury goods consumer, how to conduct marketing

becomes the main topic.

Just like fashion marketing, luxury goods marketing is also "the applica tion of a range of

techniques and a business philosophy that centers upon the customer and potentia l customer of

...... products and services in order to meet the long-term goals of the organization." (Mike

Easey, 1995) While the natures of luxury goods gives different emphasis to its marketing

strategy. It is a long-term investment to enter into the Chinese market. With the intense

competition of all the globa l luxury brands, it is critica l to have appropriate branding strategies.

In this part, with 4Ps model, keys to four strategies are described as well as suggest ions based on

successful exper ience.

ProductProductProductProduct StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy

Product strategy is the primary element in the field of luxury goods branding in China. Because

unlike the consumer in western countries, Chinese luxury goods consumer are still more

focusing on purchasing the luxury items than buying the luxurious service. Certainly, it doesn't

mean that they will ignore the added value of the after-sales service of the luxury goods they buy.

� Nothing but excellence

The design and appearance of performance of the world's top luxury brand are always unique. It

is always easy to dist inguish them with other non-luxury categor ies, even only from the

outstanding look. To some extent, luxury has gone beyond the concept of consumer goods, to a

unique works of art. In China, the genera l character ist ic of luxury goods and the perception of

quality assurance for luxury goods in the mind of Chinese luxury goods consumers require

excellence.

It can be expressed by the applica tion of the top-quality materia l such as tulle, duchess satin and
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organza that Yves Saint Laurent use for its Haute Couture. The applica tion of up-to-date

technology is also a good method. "Ferrari" has used aerospace materia ls109 . We can see that

luxury is no longer just a synonym for fine art, luxury goods has become traditiona l with the

best combination of science and technology.

Excellence also needs to fit the public rising concern of environment. Green materia l revolution

triggered by "I am not a plast ic bag" leads to a new trend. LV presented its canvas bag, jeans

made by organic materia l. Hermes committed not to use skin taken from endangered anima ls as

a raw materia l.

Consider ing the requirement of recognition from the Chinese luxury consumer, build ing a loca l

relevance through introducing the Chinese traditiona l elements into design becomes a good way

as well. Tiffany designed charms with Chinese traditiona l lantern shape. Celine launched "Tai-

chi" collect ion. Omega has a latest collect ion named with "Olympic Collect ion Beijing 2008".

Luxury brands also need to find a way to prove that they are capable to be excellent. You may

need to wait for six months or up to years to order a "Kelly crocodile bag" from Hermes because

its every piece leather must through multiple steps in order to ensure its delica te texture and

quality. You can always find the specia l mark of the craftsmen who will also responsible for

repairing or maintenance in future. In the process of quality test of Louis Vuitton's bag, a

mechanical arm throws the bag containing by 3.5kg stuff repeatedly for 4 days. A test with

ultraviolet radiation light is also used to control no fade leather case going out.110

Value-added service is vital as the psychological fulfillment plays an important role in luxury

consumption as indica ted previously. It refers to the smile and greet ings at the counter, as well as

the professiona l advice and the after-sale service warranty. But those are the basic elements only.

To be a real successful luxury brand, they shall provide top-level service in a concern and

innovative way. For example, Patek Philippe's customer service staff will conduct a detailed

record of customers' information. They will give customers a nice gift on their birthday. A latest

release of new products will be sent to the old consumers at the first time. And in each year,

Patek Philippe will hold a grand release meeting for newly launched luxury watches. The old

109 http://diary.blog.yam.com/learn66/article/3372333
110 http://qkzz.n et/Announce/announce.asp?BoardID=16500&ID=90240

http://diary.blog.yam.com/learn66/article/3372333
http://qkzz.net/Announce/announce.asp?BoardID=16500&ID=90240
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consumer will be invited. Through all these activities, the consumer are given a value of

psychological feeling of being much accounted of. This is the essence of luxury service.

� Add in the historical/cultural value

Previous research shows that the Chinese luxury consumers have specia l preference of the

histor ica l/cultural elements when choosing a luxury brand. Luxury brands needs to fulfill the

needs beyond of the funct ion. No matter the luxury consumers are pursuing a symbolic status or

success, or a self-reward, the internal driving force for the purchase of luxury goods is always

based on strong emotiona l and psychological exper ience For the luxury brands who want to

expand in China market, they cannot limit their visions to selling products only. They need to

through the establishment of a culture to gain the susta ined prosperity for the future.

People buy Vacheron Constantin is not only for a watch, but for its hundreds of years of history

and the highly skilled manual process. No matter they understand this histor ica l element or just

want to show that they are quite knowledgeable, a deep rich culture rooted in long history is very

important to them. While Rolex, due to its shinning gold appearance and influence of counterfeit ,

it has been associa ted with the parvenu To get rid of this unpopular image associa tion, the

inherent history and heritage shall be emphasized. Facing with the Chinese who are status-

concern, to link the product with a value of success is also very useful. Chivas have achieved its

sales progress with telling a "Chivas life" to the Chinese luxury consumers who enjoy the

recognition of achievements.

Align with another strong brand is also an effective way. Certainly, choose the right alliance

which can gain the result of "1+1>2" is very important. The cooperation of Louis Vuitton and

Commes de Garcons is expected to gain a fresh combination of two different cultures. 111

� Manage the product line, be cautious for product extension

It is very good to have an icon product which can support to build up the brand authority, while it

is also essentia l to have a balanced product portfolio facing he desire for product innovation as

well as exclusive from the Chinese consumer. In the meanwhile, there shall be some less

fashion-intensive products as it is a risk to only have the latest fashionable ready-to-wear items

111 http://www.trends.com.cn/celebrity/a/1-153939.htm

http://www.trends.com.cn/celebrity/a/1-153939.htm
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in the store.

Thus according to the micro-environment analysis, most of the globa l luxury brands have

carried out a brand extension strategy or product line extension strategy. But not all of them have

succeeded in this battle. Pierre Cardan used to extend its brand to wine industry which fina lly

ruined its brand. Prada broke its promise of "best understanding of women" and get involved in

the men clothing and footwear market. It brought the risk with brand image plummeted and was

called as "The punish of impulsion"112.

Combining with the specific situation in China market, Chinese luxury goods consumers are

strongly brand conscious which leads them to perceive the brand from its primary concept

positioned successfully. To be a useful tool of "show-off", you shall be known by the public

while your target group can be a group of people but never cover ing the public. Every step of

product/brand extension needs to consider to what extent they should broaden the lines while

without overstretching its primary brand. The luxury brands shall be cautious when giving out

their production license as it may subcontract the core category and in the end ruin in the primary

brand itself.

Furthermore, the appropriate second line items can generate growing sales since most of the

luxury goods consumers in China would buy second-line products to be as a replacement when

they cannot afford the primary brand. Hermes has bracelets and other mob ile accessories. The

principle is to remember that the second-lines shall always serve for cultivation of potentia l

group for primary brands.

� Play the card of "country of origin"

The "country of origin" is a key factor that effects the purchase decision for Chinese luxury

consumers. But as described in the five forces analysis part, more and more globa l luxury brands

shift their manufacturing to China or other Asian countries. Apparently the Chinese luxury

consumers are not ready to accept this fact. As mentioned previously, most of the Chinese luxury

goods consumers consider country of origin as a key factor for consumption decision. So playing

the card of "country of origin" is really important. Based on current situation, it is better to avoid

112 http://brand.hr.com.cn/articles_detail.php?channel=%E5%93%81%E7%89%8C%E5%AD%A6%E5%A0%82&itemid=40962

http://brand.hr.com.cn/articles_detail.php?channel=%E5%93%81%E7%89%8C%E5%AD%A6%E5%A0%82&itemid=40962
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the emphasis on this topic and stress that the consumer will gain the brand attribute of origin.

The Chief Executive Paolo Zegna from Zegna group stressed that only part of the mid-range

products are produced in China to meet different needs, and they will never lose the control of

the inherent quality of Zegna.113 Prada group suggested an interest ing way. According to the

executive president Patrizio Bertelli114, to avoid the argument of country of origin, they shall tag

the label of "Made by Prada" instead of "Made in Italy" or "Made in xx". But the fundamenta l

path shall be the change of the consumers' minds and cultivate a stronger brand culture. In China

market, how to strengthen the brand equity and drive the attention apart from the production

place need further research.

Comparing with other globa l luxury brands, loca l Chinese brands can hardly catch up with the

strong competitors in the apparel area. But with the advantage of traditiona l Chinese history,

porcela in, jade, silk, white wine can be considered as the potentia l products to develop. For these

types of products, China has the strengths since ancient times which contain a profound cultural

background. China has even the incomparable advantage as "Country of origin". "Porcela in", for

example, it is also called "China" in English, which is a reflect ion of the Chinese porcela in

history. Those OEMs who have actually their own brands can probably learn the advanced

exper ience from their contractor.

LVMH group has seen such advantage of history, so they acquired 55% stake of the Wenjun

white wine from Jiannanchun Wine group in China.115 For the loca l companies who want to

enter into Chinese luxury market, they really need to move a bit faster.

PricePricePricePrice StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy

There is no doubt that high price is a feature differs it from other commod ity category. On one

hand, high price are related with luxury and can generate a good benefit from the target group.

According to the common rule rooted in Pareto principle, "80% of your sales come from 20% of

your clients"116. On the other hand, high price can be used as a good indica tor for a high-end

position. This becomes even obvious as for the Chinese luxury consumer; the status of concern

113 http://www.cnemag.com.cn/lifefo/xiaofeizhu/2008-06-04/89.shtml
114 http://www.koojob.com/article/323570-1.htm
115 www.p5w.net/newfortune/fmgs/200802/t1494078.htm
116 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle

http://www.cnemag.com.cn/lifefo/xiaofeizhu/2008-06-04/89.shtml
http://www.koojob.com/article/323570-1.htm
http://www.p5w.net/newfortune/fmgs/200802/t1494078.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pareto_principle
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decides that the luxury brand shall create a sense of distance from the majority while giving the

target consumers the feeling of super iority.

Many luxury brands apply the premium pricing as a defining and non-negotiable dimension of

luxury brand positioning. They take the advantage of asymmetric information to set an

extraordinary price right when they enter the market. Through high pricing, they attract the

consumers' attention and also generate a topic which leads the public to have a high-end

impression of their products.

Although according to the elast icity theory (Samuelson, 2001), luxury goods has a high

elast icity which is opposite to the necessaries. It refers to high income elast icity. When the target

groups are classified based on income and consumption reference, the elast icity will be varied.

Most importantly, driving by the purpose of "show-off", the Chinese luxury consumers may

even buy more luxury goods with higher price. The overdraft consumption is also quite popular

in Chinese luxury market. To some degree, high price is a way for the luxury brands to mainta in

their consumers.

Thus another important strategy besides the high pricing is "pr ice discr imina tion"117 . LV cla imed

that they do not have any discount in sales season. Tiffany is always raising their prices.

Certainly, it works for those monopolies in luxury market. For some other luxury brands under

the pressure of fierce competition, they most likely need to through brand/product extension as

mentioned in product strategy part to make more benefits while without losing their high

positioning of the primary brand. For example, Armani Jeans and Armani Exchange has a

comparatively lower price.

It is also a good way to control the price strategy through limitation for the production. Gucci

has limited the amount of custom-ta ilored handbags and shoes.118 The shift to manufacturing in

China also supports the price strategy from the production aspect.

Formost of the loca l brand, they can take the high price strategy as a reference. But they shall be

aware that the sales may decrease with too high price when there is no enough brand recognition

and strong cultural background. It is not only about a competition of price, it depends on the

117 http://tutor2u.net/economics/revision-notes/a2-micro-price-discrimination.html
118 http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2004-02-09/12102809756.shtml

http://tutor2u.net/economics/revision-notes/a2-micro-price-discrimination.html
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2004-02-09/12102809756.shtml
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perceived value of the brand itself. Currently, the loca l Chinese luxury brands shall probably

play as a follower. It is very important for them to understand that it is a long-term battle.

PlacePlacePlacePlace StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy

Based on an understanding of the luxury goods market in China, the distribution strategy of the

luxury goods to the consumer needs to take the different character ist ic of the various regiona l

market as well as the consumer into considera tion. As stated in micro-environment part, big

globa l luxury brands have been mainly focused on the big cities in China. Recently, the

development of the second tier city generated their attention as well. No matter which city to

choose, it must be based on the target customers' consumer behavior and consumption habits in

order to achieve the expected results.

Usua lly, there are following distribution channels from both direct and indirect aspects. The

recommended place strategy can be shown as figure 7 based on different target group.

Direct distribution includes independent specia lty stores with mono brand which are operated by

the luxury goods company themselves. It has the advantage of controlling the retail termina l and

ultimately get a direct contact with the consumer. Most of the luxury brands choose this way in

China which can be seen from the expansion of specia lty stores. Consider ing the disadvantage of

retail environment in China, this is the most recommended way. Moreover, specia lty store has

been regarded as one of the most important place by the Chinese luxury consumer as stated in

the quest ionnaire result part.

For the top luxury brand, auct ion house is a specia l distribution channel which can promote the

products on the level of investment. Especia lly for the Establishment group, the professiona l

pricing may strengthen the confidence of the consumer and with auction house's reputation, it

can enhance the brand's image genera lly.

Luxury exhibition is another important channel to communicate with the target group. For the

Establishment and the Midd le-class group especia lly the New luxury shopper, it is an attract ive

way to gain the necessary information.

On-line sales are not that popular in China as mentioned in PEST analysis part. It is probably
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because of the risk of on-line payment, the counterfeit, and the uncompleted supporting system

and law. People's traditiona l buying habit is also a point. But with the development of

technology, especia lly with the growing of the Youth group, Buy online may be regarded as an

important supplement for the traditiona l specia lty stores.

Department stores/duty free shops and distributor such as independent specia lty stores with

multiple brands is the two popular indirect distribution channel in China. Among them, duty-free

shops need to be emphasized as the Chinese luxury consumers tend to buy luxury goods at

travelling. According to the statist ics from DFS - duty-free shops in Hong Kong, in the year

2006, the spending from the tourists from the mainland of China covered 46% of its total

revenue; the proportion was more than 60% in year 2007.119

TargetTargetTargetTarget GroupGroupGroupGroup RecommendedRecommendedRecommendedRecommended channelschannelschannelschannels

(Figure 16: Recommended channels for different target groups)

No matter which place strategy to choose, in order to mainta in the exclusive brand image, limit

the scale of coverage properly is very important.

For the loca l brand, due to the limitation of capital and for the purpose of avoid ing the intensive

competition in the big cities, it is recommended for them to start from the second tier cities. The

119 http://www.neeu.com/forum/board/view.jsp?ID=10024420
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right location shall be addressed as a place with a perception of low-class may lower the

perception of the brand image. A combination of specia lty stores and distributor may be a good

solution.

PromotionPromotionPromotionPromotion StrategyStrategyStrategyStrategy

The ultimate goal of marketing is to achieve the mutual benefit of the consumer and the

marketer. In the process of marketing, promotion plays an important role of transferring product

information in both directions. The consumer can achieve useful produc t information from the

promotion which will influence their buying decision. The marketer can gain the information

through the feedback of promotion and then make or adjust accordingly to stimula te the

consumption.

Firstly, based on the different feature in different regiona l cities and various target groups, the

promotion shall be diverse as well.

� Basically, it is important to generate a "sparkling" point.

There must be some concepts in the promotion process that the consumer can relate with the

brand. It is actually the necessary brand associa tion to brand equity. As most of the Chinese

luxury consumer regard the luxury goods as symbol of status. They would like to see other

people aware the brand immed iately when they show the products. This is not only achieved by

the visible logo or design, but also the concept that related to the brand. Through these, people

can point out their persona lity as well as tell the group/class they are in. Take the example of the

automotive brand, BMW pursues the driving pleasure, Ferrari are famous for its speed, while

Cadillac emphasizes its luxury comfortable.

Histor ica l elements may work effectively as most of the Chinese luxury consumers are

concerned about the history and culture behind the brand.Vacheron Constantin held a press

conference at the Nationa l Palace Museum when it entered into Chinese market. It sponsored the

NewYear Concert there as well in year 2008.120 Nationa l Palace Museum as a treasure house of

Chinese traditiona l culture, the symbol of history fits the requirement to express its rich history

of Vacheron Constantin.

120 http://www.npm.gov.tw/zh-tw/new_02.htm?docno=290

http://pp.ppsj.com.cn/VacheronConstantin/
http://www.npm.gov.tw/zh-tw/new_02.htm?docno=290
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As persona l preference becomes a key motive for luxury consumption in China, to transfer the

proper message to the right group means a lot for the result of promotion. For example, for the

luxury apparel, a concept of "self-reward", "love yourself" can be used for the midd le-class

group especia lly the empowered women. A concept of "innova tion" can be addressed when

promote a luxury brand to the Youth group as well as the New luxury shoppers.

� Admedia choosing

Regarding the promotion modes, advertisement is of course the main weapon. Choosing the

suitable med ia to pull the trigger is vital.

Print med ia is currently running in the promotion of the main luxury goods in China. The

recommendation is that you should be based on the most important target population. It is good

to have the advertisement in some high-end fashion magazines, but it may be more effective if

you put them in the financia l or luxury leisure magazine if your target groups are the

Establishments. For the midd le-class group, more creative direct ma il (DM) can be applied, and

in accordance with the objectives of the consumers ' lifestyle and interests, to identify the

suitable site for delivery.

Although most of the Chinese luxury consumers are not heavy watcher of TV, select specific

programs and the right time, the television med ia can achieve a very good advertising effect.

Furthermore, TV can cover the consumer that other med ia may miss. That is why LV launched

its first TV commercia l in China It can influence the group who may not be the target group

while their attitude have effects on the target group.

One specia l advertising mode is product placement121 "in which promotiona l advertisements

placed by marketers using real commercia l products and services in med ia", to present a

particular brand for "an economic exchange”. The TV series and the movie "Sex and the City"

proved its effectiveness in luxury advertising. Although quest ionnaire result showed that the

influence of spokesmen is not that significant, select ion of a spokesman whose image is not

contrary to the expressed information is undoubted ly a basic requirement.

With the wide coverage of Internet, you should of course consider online advertising. This is

121 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_placement

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Promotion_(marketing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Advertisement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Product_placement
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already part of their life for the most of the Chinese luxury consumer. In addition to the main

page of the luxury brand, a search engine, the electronic magazine, as well as some specific

professiona l websites can be a good choice. Select different areas for the related target group

such as fashion part for the empowered women, daily news part for the New luxury shoppers.

Besides of those, it will also be a good way to cooperate with the airline company or travel

agency as one common feature revea led in previous part is shopping at travelling.

� Public Relation

The applica tion of guanxi is also shown in the promotion process. Public relation activity is

therefore an important part for the promotion. Besides the theme activity for launching new

items, event marketing including sponsorship and charity can enhance the brand image to a

wider area. After the earthquake in Sichuan, LV and Cartier donated RMB 2 million respectively

to the China Red Cross Organiza tion. Almost all of the main med ia in China reported this news

with a short descript ion of the company. It is no doubt that their brand awareness and brand

image were improved.

Facing with the threat from counterfeit, the direct solution will be shorten the product life cycle

through product innovation and cut off the circulate time through change in distribution. But

obviously those methods are costly and limited to a short-run result. To be successfully again the

counterfeit, the luxury brands need to cooperate with the government, through the public

relations events, to promote a deeper brand culture.

As a beginning, loca l luxury brands shall take the advantage of its network; use more of the

event marketing which are comparatively with lower cost to promote their brands. In the

meanwhile, after targeting the main consumer group, combine different promotion modes to

enhance their brand awareness.
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Benefiting from its stable politica l environment and huge population, its rapid growth of

economy as well as implementation of high technology, China is regarded as a perfect market

for the luxury goods marketers to enter. It is very important to understand this market from an

entire view. No matter for a current player or a potentia l enterer, knowing the current situation of

the industry as well as the dynamic external effecting factors is to be taken into concern.

Chinese luxury goods consumer is a key part in the market. They are also influenced by the

surrounding dynamic environment but by the Chinese traditiona l culture as well. Understanding

their features will help to gain a deeper view of the entire market.

The PEST analysis described the advantages for the development of the entire luxury industry.

Among of them, the economic factors bring the stronger purchasing power. The development in

other related industry such as tourism also generates more possibility and amounts of luxury

goods consumption. In the meantime, with the enlarged market shares, intense competition exist

since more and more luxury brands are eager to grasp a share in this huge market.

When examining the Five Forces in the luxury goods industry, the key find ings can be

summarized based on the players ’ different position.

The competition is very fierce no matter viewing from product category or from the spending on

the advertisement. The foreign luxury brands are still the main players in the Chinese luxury

goods market. But the established brands are under the pressure of growing accessible luxury

and the threat from counterfeit. Although the Chinese luxury consumers are capable to make

power shopping, the lack of knowledge on luxury brands make them have low bargaining power

facing with established luxury brands. On the contrary, their comparatively high bargaining

power exists when they are facing with the newcomers. It is kind of ironic as that is a barrier for

the loca l luxury brands to gain recognition. As a newcomer into the market of riva l competition,

barriers exist in both external and internal aspects. First of all, they are required to have a heavy

investment to build up or enhance their brand image. They also need to overcome the barrier of

distribution difficulty. Their unclear future limited their select ion of entry modes. The most
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efficient way requires a heavy investment as well. It seems to be a dilemma for them.

After viewing in the suppliers ’ situation, an unbalanced development in Chinese luxury market

is revea led. The globa l luxury goods giants take over the main market. While lots of loca l

companies become the manufacturing base for them, quiet ly.

Understanding the consumers ’ character ist ics is always vital. Low bargaining power of

consumer does not mean there is no preference to different luxury brands. Consumer analysis

based on geographic, demographic and socia l factors showed that there is a huge difference

among different areas in China. Demographic part indica tes the tendency of young generation in

China’s luxury consumption. Traditiona l socia l elements shaped two features of brand conscious

and status concern. Other common features of consumer behavior are concluded through

comparison of three main luxury consumer groups. Combing the approva l and supplement from

quest ionnaire result, a more clear framework is founded.

The answer to the first quest ions actually becomes the reason for the second quest ion. Now it is

clear with the market situation, how to conduct appropriate marketing strategy to influence the

consumers ’ buying behavior, how to enhance the advantages but avoid weakness is of course a

concern for all the luxury goods marketers. The marketing strategy suggest ions are given

according to the key issues in current Chinese luxury market. For instance, the address of

innovation and add in cultural value actually is aimed to the dilemma that the newcomer are

facing.

In order to achieve a better position, the loca l Chinese brands as well as the foreign brands need

to build up stronger brand equity. The successful luxury brands have achieved lots of good

exper ience. The newcomers including the loca l luxury brands can take those as a reference, with

a combination of their specific situation, to start their own strategic planning.

The luxury goods marketers shall always keep in mind that the success really takes long-term

efforts. Furthermore, the developing luxury industry needs more trained professiona ls. Luxury

branding management turns into a popular subject. University of Internationa l Business and
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Economics in Beijing recently found China's first luxury goods research center.122 It indica tes

that the development of luxury goods industry will get more and more systematica lly. It is

certainly an interest ing direction for future research.

122 http://news.uibe.edu.cn/uibenews/article.php?/6389

http://news.uibe.edu.cn/uibenews/article.php?/6389
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendixA:A:A:A: CBBECBBECBBECBBEModelModelModelModel

(Source: Keller, 2003, Strategic Brand Management , p76)
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix B:B:B:B:AsianAsianAsianAsianCountriesCountriesCountriesCountries’’’’ StageStageStageStage ofofofof LuxeLuxeLuxeLuxe EvolutionEvolutionEvolutionEvolution

(Source: Chadha Radha & Husband Paul, 2007, The Cult of the Luxury Brand, p46)

AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix C:C:C:C:Maslow'sMaslow'sMaslow'sMaslow's hierarchyhierarchyhierarchyhierarchy theorytheorytheorytheory ofofofof needsneedsneedsneeds

(Source: citied fromWikipedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs.svg)

Subjugation Start of money Show off Fit in Way of Life

StageStageStageStage 1111 StageStageStageStage 2222 StageStageStageStage 3333 StageStageStageStage 4444 StageStageStageStage 5555

JAPAN

HONG KONG / SINGAPORE

MAINLANDCHINA

INDIA

TAIWAN / S. KOREA

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Maslow%27s_hierarchy_of_needs.svg
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix D:D:D:D:LuxuryLuxuryLuxuryLuxury brandsbrandsbrandsbrands andandandand theirtheirtheirtheir manufacturermanufacturermanufacturermanufacturer inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina

(Source: http://www.cnemag.com.cn/lifefo/xiaofeizhu/2008-06-04/89.shtml)

LuxuryLuxuryLuxuryLuxury brandbrandbrandbrand ManufactureManufactureManufactureManufacture inininin ChinaChinaChinaChina

Ralph Lauren/Calvin Klein/Victor ia ’s Secrets Luenthai Ltd./Sub-factory in Dongguan,

Qingyuan, Jiangsu / Own brand: Yuansu

DKNY / Givenchy / Burberry Tal Global Alliance Ltd./ headquarter in

Hong Kong, factory in Dongguan

Abercrombie&Fitch/Lacoste/Polo Ralph

Lauren / Tommy Hilfiger

Esquel Enterprises Limited/headquarter

in Hong Kong, factory in Guangdong,

Changzhou / own brand: Pve

Armani except Giorgio Armani/Max Mara Shenghong in Hangzhou/own brand:

Sun Divina

Dior /Versace/Chanel/Cartier /Salvatore

Ferragamo/Dolce & Gabbana/Bvlgari

Luxottica/headquarter in Italy, 25% of

its production are in Dongguan / own

brand: Lens Crafters

LVMH/Prada/Paul Smith/Timberland Stella Internationa l Ltd. / founded in

Taiwan, built up factories in Dongguan

in 1990s / own brand: Stella Luna

YSL/Marc Jacobs YGM Ltd. / founded in Hong Kong,

factories in Wuxi and Panyu / own brand:

MIichelrene

Ermenegildo Zegna Sharmoon.EZ Garments Co.,Ltd. /

Wenzhou / joint venture with Zegna /

own brand: Sharmoon, Piombo (joint

brand)

http://www.zegna.com/
http://www.cnemag.com.cn/lifefo/xiaofeizhu/2008-06-04/89.shtml
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AppendixAppendixAppendixAppendix E:E:E:E: LuxuryLuxuryLuxuryLuxury ConsumptionConsumptionConsumptionConsumptionQuestionnaire)Questionnaire)Questionnaire)Questionnaire)

1.1.1.1. 奢侈品消费意愿 The willing and consumption power of luxury consumption

您一定会而且能够购买奢侈品(I am willing to buy luxury goods and I can afford it.) [必答题]

2.2.2.2. 奢侈品消费动机 The motive of luxury consumption

您会购买奢侈品主要是出于以下原因(可多选) (The main motive for buying luxury goods are)

[必答题] [多选题]

提示：如为其他请填写具体内容

3.3.3.3. 奢侈品消费决策因素 The key factors for decision making

以下哪些因素决定了您购买奢侈品 (可多选 ) (What are the key factors when you decide to choose one luxury

goods)

[必答题] [多选题]

提示：如为其他请填写具体内容

4.4.4.4. 您认为以下说法 "知名品牌通常有相对高的质量保证 " (Do you agree that “well-known brands with good

reputation normally ensure the quality”?) [必答题]

奢侈品消费调查（LuxuryLuxuryLuxuryLuxury ConsumptionConsumptionConsumptionConsumption QuestionnaireQuestionnaireQuestionnaireQuestionnaire）

1 当然 Definitely 2 有可能 Possible
3 可能 不 Probably

Not
4 不 No

彰显个性的与众不同 Express

personality
身份地位的象征 Symbol of status

作为给自己的奖励 Self-reward
欣赏产品本身的文化内涵 History of

the brand

其它 Others

品牌 Brand

价格 Price

质量 Quality

时尚潮流 Fashion trend

个人喜好 Personal preference

明星代言 Spokesman

亲友推荐 Recommendation from friends

促销活动 Sales activity

其它 Others
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5.5.5.5. 您获取奢侈品信息的渠道有(可多选) (Through below which channel(s) do you get information of the luxury

goods?

[必答题] [多选题]

提示：如为其他请填写具体内容

6.6.6.6. 本土品牌态度 Attitude to local brands

相较于本土品牌包括本土生产的世界名牌,即使价格更高,您还是更愿意购买原产地在欧美的产品 [必答题]

(Are you willing to pay a premium to buy the luxury goods made in U.S. or European countries instead of

buying the domestic brand or even the same brand made in China with even a lower price?)

*此题设置了跳转逻辑

7.7.7.7. 在购买本土奢侈品品牌时,您倾向选择那些拥有传统中国文化特色的本土品牌

(You tend to buy domestic brands with a traditional Chinese feature if you buy a domestic brands)

8.8.8.8. 在没有能力负担心仪的奢侈品时,您会选择其二线品牌作为过渡 [必答题]

(Will you buy the second-line brands as a replacement when you cannot afford the top brands?)

9.9.9.9. 个人基本资料 (以下匿名信息仅供学术研究使用,请放心填写) Personal data

您的性别 [必答题] Gender

当然 Definitely 有可能 Possible
可能 不 Probably

not
不 No

电视 TV

互联网 Internet

报刊杂志 Newspaper/Magazine

专卖店 Specialty stores

商场 Department store

亲友推荐 Friends

其它 Others

当然 Definitely 有可能 Possible
可能 不 Probably

not
不 No

当然 Definitely 有可能 Possible
可能 不 Probably

not
不 No

当然 Definitely 有可能 Possible
可能 不 Probably

not
不 No
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10.10.10.10. 您的年龄 [必答题] Age

11.11.11.11. 您的平均月收入(包含所有收入) [必答题] Monthly income

12.12.12.12. 您的职业 [必答题] Occupation

提示：如为其他请填写具体内容 谢谢！

男 Male 女 Female

20-24 25-35 35-45 45+

RMB 8000+ 4000-6000 2000-4000 2000-

国家公务员 Governmental official

经理以上高级管理人员 executive manage or above

白领 Staff

学生 Student

自营业主 Private owner

其它 Others
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